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FADE IN:

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM - MORNING

Dawn breaks outside the window. Distinctively feminine decor. 
ERICA WALKER, 38, sleeps. Vast empty space around her 
accentuates that she’s alone. 

Her eyes open. A DRIP from the faucet in the adjacent master 
bath falls consistently, like time droplets down a drain.      

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Erica twists the faucet off but the DRIP persists. She checks 
under the sink -- the knob comes off in her hand.  

She slinks against the door frame, clutches the useless knob.

ERICA
Of course.

STACY (O.S.)
Mom! 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Erica appears at the doorway. A tornado ripped up a Hot Topic 
store and spit its aftermath in this room.

STACY WALKER, 16, ravages her dresser.

STACY
Did you go through my stuff?

ERICA
Why aren’t you ready for school?

STACY
Did you go through my stuff?

ERICA
Back it down, Stacy. While you’re 
living here, your stuff is my 
stuff. What are you looking for?  

STACY
Never mind. I’m gonna be late.

Stacy slams the drawer, lugs a backpack over her shoulder and 
pushes past Erica. Erica tries to spin the tone --   



ERICA
If it’ll help, I’ll drive you to 
school on my way to work. 

We can hear Stacy’s sneakers THUMP steps under -- 

STACY (O.S.)
Later.

Erica stares at a mess of a room, backs into the hall. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

SARAH WALKER, 58, clutches her cane and creeps toward the 
stairs with a laundry basket under her other arm.

Erica spots her glancing over her shoulder toward her and 
pushes off to intercept her with a resigned SIGH.

ERICA
Mom, what are you doing? I told you 
I would do your laundry tonight.

SARAH
You’ve got enough on your plate.

Erica tugs away the laundry basket.

ERICA
Will you stop? I said I’ll do it. 

Sarah turns, tucks a stray hair behind Erica’s ear. 

SARAH
You look tired.

ERICA
Ma, I just got up. I’m fine. 

Sarah holds a look on her, then eases down the steps with her 
cane. Erica watches her descend, something sad in her eyes.  

INT. ERICA’S CAR - DAY

Erica drives, dressed for business. Hands-free phone unit.    

ERICA
(into phone throughout)

Sabrina, what’s the emergency?
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SABRINA (O.S.)
They moved the meeting to noon, 
something about a launch window 
closing.

ERICA
Noon? We’re not ready. 

SABRINA (O.S.)
Don’t worry. I pulled the Andersen 
numbers. They’ll love those.

ERICA
No. Those numbers lie. Push back 
the meeting. We need more time.

SABRINA (O.S.)
Tried. No dice. It’s noon. Andersen 
numbers. It’ll work. Shock and awe. 

ERICA
I’m maybe 10 minutes away. Don’t do 
anything with those figures.  

She punches off the connection. Traffic slows to a crawl. The 
light turns red. Horns HONK. She’s surrounded by gridlock.

ERICA
(mumbles)

Give me a friggin’ break.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE AREA - DAY  

Erica taps her computer, pulls papers off the printer and 
sips coffee. Multi-tasking, exudes confidence and authority. 

SABRINA CRESS, 27, a spitfire, gathers presentation materials 
in Erica’s wake. The office brims with energy. Kinetic. 

ERICA
Where are we?

SABRINA
Up against it. I think if we show 
them Andersen...

ERICA
Not an option. We’re not gonna snow 
them with what they want to hear. 
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INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Floor to ceiling glass. Top floor. Erica commands attention, 
leads a group of suits through a presentation.  

Sabrina watches from the background like the snake in the 
grass that she is. PARKER, 42, an Executive with crisp cuffs 
and a take-no-prisoners attitude cuts into Erica’s talk. 

PARKER
Bottom line, Ms. Walker. We’re set 
to launch this line in a few hours. 

ERICA
I can’t let you do that. The 
product didn’t test well in several 
demographics. I think it’s better 
to go with the more stable... 

PARKER
...And what? Lose the market to 
every competitor who has the balls 
to try something new? 

The language flare causes a few uncomfortable looks. Erica is 
about to seize the moment. She opens her mouth to speak and -- 

SABRINA
Actually, the Andersen numbers 
tested through the roof.

Erica glares daggers at Sabrina. Sabrina displays a graphic 
that clearly impresses Parker and his lemmings.

PARKER
That’s all I needed to know. Let’s 
launch. Are we done here?

The suits rise to leave. Sabrina exits with them as the herd 
shuffles out, leaving Erica alone.   

EXT. AIRPORT - DAY  

A GUY (Michael Jensen) exits the terminal dressed in jeans, T-
shirt and shades. He walks by limos and drivers with signs. 

One clearly reads WROX/MJ -- He slips by it, head down, faces 
away, approaches the rent-a-car desk.  
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INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE AREA - DAY

Erica signs reports at her desk. She doesn’t look up when 
Sabrina strides in and closes the door.

SABRINA
Whew! Parker and his gang know how 
to turn the screws don’t they?

Erica shuffles the next paper, finishes her signature with 
more force than the last -- grits her teeth.

SABRINA
There a problem?

Erica tosses the pen onto the desk, squares on Sabrina. 

ERICA
You blatantly disrespected me in 
there and probably cost this 
company any chance it had of 
turning a profit this year. 

SABRINA
I took a bullet for you and let 
these guys slap their backs out of 
the room. They’ll believe what they 
want to believe anyway. 

ERICA
You don’t get it, do you?

SABRINA
Oh, I get it. You think the rah rah
coach’s speech at halftime makes 
the players suddenly faster and 
stronger? They just believe they 
are -- so they go out and do it. 

Erica shakes her head, fixes a calculated stare on Sabrina.

ERICA
It’s not...right.

SABRINA
I know. I told you -- I get it.

EXT. VARIOUS STREETS - DAY  

The Guy’s rental car tours the town. He takes in the sights. 

Typical franchises and stores of a place that maybe once was 
on the upswing but clearly has its best days behind it.  
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INT. RENTAL CAR - DAY  

The Guy messes with the controls, finally toying with the 
radio. The first thing that comes on is current POP. 

Studio enhanced and sounds like an audio polished jewel, no 
heart. He switches stations -- TECHNO surges. Quick flip.

RAP. Then SALSA. He turns quicker, finally snaps it off. He 
checks streets, drives into the blue collar part of town.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE - DAY

Erica works at her computer. Diligent and focused. She looks 
up, distracted by voices outside her office.

She sees Sabrina chat and laugh with Parker and others from 
the conference room.

She lowers her head, digs back into her work. Finally, she 
turns from her computer, hits speed dial #1.

INTERCUT - STACY IN HER ROOM

Digging through drawers, looking for something.

STACY
Hey. What’s up?

ERICA
Nothing. How was school today?

STACY
It rocked, Mom. Seriously?

Stacy really tosses things now, frustrated in her search.

ERICA
I was thinking maybe the three of 
us could go out to dinner tonight. 

STACY
With Namma? God, Mom. No. 

ERICA
Why not?

STACY
Because. Do you think she’s been  
in here? I swear, Mom. If she’s 
been going through my stuff...
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ERICA
She is not going through your 
stuff. What is it with you?

Stacy SLAMS the closet closed.  

STACY
Nothing. You guys go out. Fine. 
Whatever. Kim’s coming over. We’re 
gonna do some...homework.

Erica’s attention is drawn to Parker standing in her doorway, 
waiting expectantly. She turns. 

ERICA
I’ll be home soon. Gotta go.

PARKER
We’re launching tonight.

ERICA
With the Andersen numbers. I heard.

PARKER
We’ll need a press release for the 
morning editions. That’s your ball. 
Can you can get that done tonight?

ERICA
You know that’s not a question.

He nods, backs away. When he’s gone, Erica hurls a pen aside.

EXT. AIRPORT - DAY

Streams of people disembark, including DENNIS, 40’s, tinges 
of gray in his hair, media equipment visible. He sees a limo 
driver with a WROX/MJ sign. 

DENNIS
(into his phone)

This is Dennis.
(beat)

The only ROX driver here isn’t for 
me. Where is this Joey guy anyway?

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING - DUSK

Every other car is gone. Erica leaves, walks to her car.
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EXT. CITY INTERSECTION - DUSK

Erica drives, passes through Main Street. 

EXT. MAIN STREET INTERSECTION - SAME TIME  

Michael drives the high-end rental car through the exact same 
intersection -- going in the opposite direction. 

INT. MICHAEL’S CAR - MOMENTS LATER

Michael drives through the minimum wage streets, clearly 
looking for something and bewildered at what he sees. 

EXT. THE GASLIGHT - NIGHT 

Michael parks in front of a boarded up building. The decaying 
sign anchored to the roof still visible -- The Gaslight.

Michael exits his car, leans on the hood and stares at it.  

INT. WROX RADIO STATION - NIGHT 

Dennis walks past the reception desk with the call letters 
prominent in the lobby.

He’s greeted by the balding, formerly fit Station Manager - 
DJ JOEY MADDEN, 50. Dennis leads him to --  

INT. WROX / DJ JOEY’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Very underwhelming. They’ve settled into chairs. Dennis turns 
on a portable recorder, check his notes -- 

DENNIS
So, you were the first guy to play 
him on the radio. 

DJ JOEY
First -- and only.

DENNIS
Could you tell this guy was a star?

DJ JOEY
You kiddin’ me? The dude was raw. 
He had no plan, no demo, no steady 
band. He was a train wreck unless 
he was on stage. Then he was magic.
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DENNIS
How did you find out about him?

DJ JOEY
Buzz, ya know? Town this small, 
people get excited about something, 
word spreads fast. I think I still 
have the ad from that weekend. 

DJ Joey digs in his desk -- a tiny ad reads: The Gaslight. 
Live Music Tonight -- Michael Jensen.

EXT. THE GASLIGHT - NIGHT 

Michael approaches, tugs on the door -- it opens into --

INT. THE GASLIGHT - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

ROCKING MUSIC! 

The hottest club in town. Packed and jumping. On stage, a 
young singer/guitar player fronts a tight band. 

Their music is raw, flat-out rock and roll. High energy. The 
crowd sings, dances and claps along. 

Young Michael Jensen is a master, working the crowd, teasing 
the girls, pumping the audience into a frenzy.

The original song is a local anthem, everyone seems to know 
it and sing along. 

It’s simplistic but can’t-sit-still beat ROCKS under the 
chorus of “TAKE ME AWAY.”     

By the bar, TREY, 20, a mechanic, fingernails never clean, 
pounds beers with his boys. Charismatic and good looking.    

A young Erica passes him. 

He playfully steps in front of her, turns his block into an 
impromptu dance.  

She rolls her eyes and plays along for ten seconds before 
pushing back toward the dance floor. 

He holds a look on her but Erica just smiles and turns.  

Trey returns to his friends, resumes their drinking antics.

Erica works her way through the crowd. It gets darker until --
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EXT. ERICA’S HOUSE - NIGHT (PRESENT)

Erica emerges from the darkness with the mail and approaches 
her house. Lights on. The weight of the day on her shoulders. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Erica enters. Stacy texts on the sofa. A wild shock of blonde 
hair from another girl is visible behind the sofa.  

Erica sorts the mail, tosses junk directly into the trash. 
Her eyes flick to Stacy occasionally and narrow as her 
presence goes recognized.

ERICA
My day was fine. Thanks for asking. 
How was yours? 

STACY
(without looking up)

Funny.

ERICA
And this is?

The blonde raises and turns. KIM, 16 going on 25, flashes a 
killer smile that has opened many doors for her in the past. 

KIM
Oh, hey. Kim Weston. Stace and I 
are in the middle of major emoticon 
war. It’s cool to finally meet you.

Kim and Stacy share a parents-are-so-lame chuckle. 

Erica steps forward - catches Sarah with that same laundry 
basket across the hall. Erica slaps down the mail.

ERICA
Mom, I said I would do it.

SARAH
Get changed. You worked all day.

ERICA
Will you stop? Just stop.

SARAH
I’m fine. Really.

Sarah turns to carry the laundry and winces, then the basket 
falls and the dirty laundry spills out between them.
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Erica grunts in exasperation, bends down to pick up things. 
Sarah stands helplessly by, watches Erica sort things out.

SARAH
You don’t have to --

ERICA
(fed up and pissed)

My whole life is ‘have to.’

That stings Sarah. She wobbles on her cane, bites her lip and 
pushes away. Erica refills the laundry basket, throws things 
in with anger that turns to a weepy sadness. 

INT. WROX RADIO STATION / ARCHIVES - NIGHT

DJ Joey leads Dennis through a room of music memorabilia. 

Dennis carries a camera, tapes video footage, namely WROX 
promotions and an autographed photo insert for a CD -- 

It’s a picture of a young Michael Jensen, rock star pose with 
his guitar and the song title -- “Take Me Away.”   

DENNIS
It’s like the guy didn’t exist 
before he left this place. Parents 
died when he was young, no brothers 
or sisters -- I can’t even find 
another job he worked.

DJ JOEY
Never had one as far as I know.

DENNIS
Come on. There’s gotta be someone 
still here that knew him back then.

DJ Joey breaks into a sly grin that he hides from Dennis. 
Dennis shuts off the camera and recorder.

DJ JOEY
Eh, we might luck out. 

DENNIS
Ok. Where to?

DJ Joey taps the promo poster: WROX presents - Rising Star 
Showcase featuring Michael Jensen  -- at The Gaslight.
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INT. THE GASLIGHT - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

That same ROCKING MUSIC surges! 

Young Michael Jensen works the crowd. 

He takes the chorus of “TAKE ME AWAY” into overdrive.      

The floorboards shake. More of the crowd pours out from the 
bar area. The MUSIC raises everyone’s adrenaline.   

Emerging from the darkness, just as we last left her -- 

Erica joins the frenzied dance floor. 

She loves it. The song accelerates to a soaring climax. 
APPLAUSE. Michael waves. The stage lights cut to BLACK -- 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / MASTER BATHROOM  - NIGHT

CLANK. Erica fumbles under the bathroom sink. It’s dark and 
the light flicks off and on. Sarah’s cane appears nearby.

SARAH
Should I call? You know he’ll come.

Erica grunts and twists, turns with all her might.

ERICA
(only half visible)

Son of a bitch!

CLANK. The tool drops. The persistent DRIP continues. Erica 
pulls out from under the sink, soothes her fingers.

ERICA
No. I’ll handle it.

(mumbles to herself)
That’s how it’ll end up anyway.

Erica rubs her hands, pushes past her mother.

SARAH
You had a rough day. Let this go. 

Erica whirls, stoked by the comment and a ear to listen. 

ERICA 
Mom, I’m telling you I was this 
close to saying: You think I got 
here by backing down from a fight?
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SARAH 
Your own assistant? Turning on you 
like that?  

ERICA 
I should fire her. Send a message.  

SARAH  
Okay. Give it a day and cool down. 
Decisions like that change lives. 

ERICA
Yeah? Well, I’m up for that.

SARAH
I just would hate for you to do 
something you’ll regret later.

Erica bites her lip. Through gritted teeth:   

ERICA
You always have to play the guilt 
card, don’t you? 

SARAH
I didn’t mean anything by it.

Erica huffs out. Sarah turns with her cane, picks up the 
laundry basket that Erica has left untouched on the bed.

INT. FOYER - MOMENTS LATER

Erica descends stairs, looks for something she can’t find.

ERICA
Stacy? Where’s my screwdriver? 

INT. KITCHEN - MOMENTS LATER

Stacy taps a laptop. Kim beside her. Erica sees the screen.

ERICA
That doesn’t look like homework.

STACY
We’re trying to win concert 
tickets.

ERICA
The screwdriver?

Stacy pulls open a drawer, eyes never leave the screen.
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STACY
Duh.

ERICA
Homework now. And lose the ‘tude.

STACY
But, Mom...

ERICA
Kim, do you need a ride home?

STACY
Mom?!

Kim heads for the door, already half-way through a text.

KIM
Nah, it’s cool. I’ve got it. Text 
me, Stace. About the...tickets.

Stacy slams the laptop closed. Pissed. A RADIO plays:

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
(filtered throughout)

WROX. The Rock of South Jersey is 
giving away two tickets to Friday’s 
homecoming show of its platinum-
selling alum, Michael Jensen.

Stacy glares daggers at Erica. Erica sighs. Tough day. 

EXT. THE GASLIGHT - NIGHT

DJ Joey and Dennis exit a car. They examine the dilapidated 
Gaslight sign above the building. A music graveyard. 

DENNIS
This is it? We’ll have to shoot an 
exterior shot during the day. What 
else you got?

DJ JOEY
This is gonna be your early years 
spot? How much time you giving to 
‘Forever?’ 

DENNIS
Depends. How much do you know? 
Michael’s been keeping it secret. I 
assume he has his reasons.
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DJ JOEY
You plan on talking to Trey Winger?

DENNIS
Who?

There’s that coy grin from Joey again. He’s important again.

DJ JOEY
C’mon. Juice up your battery.

EXT. WALKER’S GARAGE - NIGHT

A dinosaur. Grease pits and gas. Michael greets GARRET, 19. 
If time travel worked, he would be growing into Trey’s shoes. 
Hot shot high school football star, great with his hands. 
Michael looks around. Garrett works on an engine.

MICHAEL
Can’t believe this is still here. 
Practically none of the places I 
remember are around anymore.

GARRET
How long you talking?

MICHAEL
Twenty years.

GARRET
Jeez. I wasn’t even born yet.

MICHAEL
Does Trey Winger still work here?

GARRET
Nah. Trey’s long gone. He was a 
legend. From what I’ve heard after 
he got married, he changed a lot.

MICHAEL
Any idea where I might find him?

GARRET
The boss keeps some stuff down the 
in the basement. 

MICHAEL
You mind checking? I’m only in town 
for a few days. 
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INT. WALKER’S GARAGE / BASEMENT (FLASHBACK)

As two pairs of legs descend the stairs to a crusty basement, 
the legs become those of SAM WALKER, 50, a barrel of a man 
that carries the aura that he owns this place and he does. 

He’s trailed by a young Trey. Young Erica works, filing and 
sorting bills. She sees them coming and flits up the stairs.  

She tries to move past Trey and he keeps moving in her way 
unintentionally. He constantly blocks her from moving up. 

It’s an accidental comical dance but it’s the event that they 
reenacted at the nightclub in the previous flashback.

SAM
Trey -- what makes you think you 
can manage this place? 

TREY
I’d like to be in your shoes one 
day. I want to have my own shop.

SAM
Be careful what you wish for.

Sam digs into a grimy file cabinet as he pushes it closed --

INT. WALKER’S GARAGE - NIGHT (PRESENT)

It slams shut. Garret hands an address on Bleaker Street to 
Michael. Michael eyes it, does this quirky thing -- he chews 
on the fringes of a guitar pick.  

EXT. BLEAKER STREET - NIGHT 

Michael double checks the address on Garret’s paper. He eyes 
the most modest house imaginable in front of him. 

Michael watches -- waiting -- debating. Finally, he walks 
toward it. An older BLONDE GUY (BUTCH), no way, it’s Trey.

MICHAEL
Trey Winger still live here? 

BLONDE GUY
Who wants to know?

MICHAEL
I used to live around here.
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BLONDE GUY
He don’t live here anymore.

The blonde guy dips into his car, pulls away. 

INT. DINER - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

All the locals come here after The Gaslight closes. Everyone 
in the same clothes from the Gaslight earlier. Trey holds 
court in a corner booth with his football buddies.

Sarah works tables, hustles, despite her bad legs. Erica 
looms over the jukebox, scans song titles.

Michael appears. She turns and blushes. It’s an electric 
moment of - my God - here we are - alone and able to talk -- 
now -- what do we say? 

MICHAEL
Tough to choose?

She arches her brow. She turns back to scanning selections.   

Michael leans over the machine with her. Their faces are 
framed in a portrait of the glass. She gazes at the cards.

ERICA
B4 - that’s what I was gonna pick.

MICHAEL
Classic rock. I’m surprised.

ERICA
A girl can’t like what guys like? 

MICHAEL
No, it’s cool. Just different.

ERICA
Yeah. You’re covering.

MICHAEL
Seriously. Girls usually like dance 
stuff or sappy ballads. If we 
played that at The Gaslight, guys 
would hurl beer bottles and girls 
would walk out. All I’m saying.

Sarah holds Michael’s check over his plate, interjects:  

SARAH
If you’re done, we need the booth.
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Michael shrugs. Erica shrugs. Michael pats his jeans, pulls a 
crumpled dollar out and fishes for change from another.

ERICA
Maybe you’d be surprised at what 
girls do. All I’m saying.

She smiles, walks away. Michael watches her then off Sarah’s 
glare, gets back to counting coins.

Erica turns before heading to Trey’s end of the diner -- She 
catches Michael counting out enough pennies to cover his tab.

She turns forward and -- she and Trey are once again -- 
forced to dance their dance. They get in each other’s way.

Trey seems to like it more than Erica.

ERICA
So, did my Dad give you the job?

TREY
I start tomorrow.

ERICA
So, I guess we’ll be seeing a lot 
of each other.

TREY
I guess.

ERICA
You gonna graduate?

TREY
Don’t look like I’ll be needing 
that piece of paper.

Erica looks at him. Bewildered. Out of the corner of her eye, 
she catches Michael leaving. She disguises watching him.

INT. SARAH’S CAR - NIGHT (FLASHBACK) 

Sarah drives Erica home. 

SARAH
When did you finish your homework?

ERICA
Mom. It’s done. Alright? Jeez.

SARAH
What the? 
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EXT. WALKER’S GARAGE - MOMENTS LATER (STILL IN FLASHBACK)

Sarah’s car idles beside a classic Mustang sitting in the 
lot. The place is dark. Sarah peeks in the window, concerned.

ERICA
Maybe he got a ride home.

INT. SARAH’S CAR - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Real concern on Sarah’s face. Erica touches her shoulder.

ERICA
You guys been fighting again?

Sarah finally breaks from her trance, turns, feigns a smile.

SARAH
If you’re not fighting, it’s not 
important enough, right?

Sarah smiles turns forward then allows worry to take over her 
face. Erica grins at the mantra but reads the unhappiness.

ERICA
It’ll be better now. Trey will free 
up time at the garage and Dad will 
have more time. He’ll be happier. 

Sarah pats her hand. They arrive home. The house is dark. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM (PRESENT)

That DRIP persists. Erica lays in bed, stares at the ceiling. 
Her eyes dart about. Thoughts racing.  

INT. MICHAEL’S HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT (PRESENT)

Michael stands at the window. It literally looks like he 
towers above everyone else. He’s at the peak.

Everything below looks small and unimportant.

Michael logs onto his phone, chews on a guitar pick. 

INSERT - SCREEN

He checks ‘Walker’ listings -- scrolls, then smiles.

Michael sticks two VIP Passes and Concert Tickets in an 
envelope, writes a note. 
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INT. DENNIS’ HOTEL ROOM - NIGHT  

Dennis reviews copy footage on a portable viewer --

ON VIDEO

DENNIS
(recording into 
microphone)

Michael Jensen grew up in a small 
town in South Jersey filled with 
nightclubs and beach shops. It was 
a summer haven for fun and sun but 
the winters were slow and dreary. 
People here worked wherever they 
could but most of the time scraped 
by until summer, then feasted on 
tourists on a weekend getaway. It 
was at this club -- The Gaslight -- 
that Michael Jensen first made a 
name for himself. But his meteoric 
rise to the top of the music charts 
almost didn’t happen at all.   

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM (PRESENT)

That DRIP drives Erica out of bed. Can’t sleep. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / HALLWAY

She tugs on a robe, exits her room. She reacts to muffled 
sound from Stacy’s room. She leans against the door -- 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM - NIGHT

A quick KNOCK and the door opens. Movement - as Stacy lunges 
into her bed. Her laptop open on the floor, still linked.

STACY
Omg, Mom! Boundaries.

Erica’s eyes drift from the computer to the bed. Stacy props 
herself up on an elbow, makes a show of being offended.

ERICA
Who were you talking to?

STACY
I was Skyping with Kim.
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Erica leans against the door frame, suppresses a smile. Stacy 
turns over and flaps her comforter. Erica smiles. 

ERICA
Hey, I was young once. I know what 
it’s like. Finish up with Kim, then 
get into bed. It’s late.

Erica closes the door. FOOTSTEPS as she pads away.

STACY
(mutters softly)

Wait.
(even softer)

Okay.

Kim slinks out from under the covers, throws that long blonde 
hair back, revealing a wasn’t-that-fun grin. 

KIM
Tres chill, Stace.

STACY
Ssh. Just tell me how you’re 
getting us into the show. 

KIM
Back door. I know a guy they hired 
for security.

STACY
And he’ll just let us in?

KIM
Oh, there will be strings. No 
biggie. We’ll just have make his 
friends feel a little ‘special.’ 

Raised eyebrows from Stacy. Kim turns up her palms.

KIM
You got tickets? I’m with you. You 
want in without, we gotta do what 
we gotta do.

Kim digs back into her laptop chat. Stacy grins her remark 
away but looks back toward the door. Clearly uncomfortable.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM - DAY

The DRIP continues. Erica’s eyes blink awake to the sound of 
a CLOCK RADIO as the digits fall to 6:00 a.m. 
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DJ JOEY (O.S.)
...After His European tour, Michael 
hinted that we would finally learn 
the much rumored inspiration for 
his number one single, ‘Forever.’  

Erica rubs her eyes. DJ JOEY is buried by a RINGING PHONE. 
She’s not about to answer it but Stacy calls up.

STACY (O.S.)
Mom, it’s somebody from your 
office. Says it’s important.

Erica grabs the upstairs connection. 

ERICA
(into phone)

What is it?

SABRINA (O.S.)
(filtered throughout)

There’s a problem with the launch. 

ERICA
What kind of problem?

SABRINA (O.S.)
The Andersen number shifted. The 
suits are screaming.

Erica stares at the phone. Incredulous. Her eyes narrow.

ERICA
Did you pull my files?

SABRINA (O.S.)
On your desk.

ERICA
I’ll be there in an hour. 

SABRINA (O.S.)
What? No, I told you so?

INT. STUDIO - DAY 

Dennis sets up a camera to tape TREY, now 38. He’s obviously 
cleaned himself up specifically to be taped for television. 

Troubled eyes. The hard-bodied rugged mechanic has slipped to 
a bloated beer gut who lives off stories of his Glory Days. 

Archive footage of Walker’s Garage rolls. 
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Dennis works between his camera set up and his notes --  we 
catch glimpses of Dennis’s rough accumulation of footage. 

DENNIS
You turned him down for a job once? 

TREY
Yeah. Only one I guess he ever 
tried for. I took over Walker’s 
after the old man split. He came in 
one day -- said he didn’t know much 
about cars but he’d be willing to 
do anything to get some money 
together. Said he needed a demo.

DENNIS
Were you friends? What?

TREY
I’d seen him at the Gaslight but I 
wouldn’t say we were friends. 
Different crowds. I had one. He 
didn’t.

DENNIS
Why did he ask you?

Trey’s eyes brighten -- he’s a focal point again.

TREY
‘Cause he wanted to be around.

INT. WALKER’S GARAGE - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Erica files and stapling records for the garage. Younger 
Sarah watches from the top of the stairs.

SARAH
Why aren’t you with your friends?

ERICA
Dad left things in such a mess. 

Sarah’s face sours. She steps toward her daughter. 

SARAH
He...I... Don’t do that now.

ERICA
There’s just a few more.

Sarah takes the papers from her, strokes Erica’s cheek:
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SARAH
There’s always ‘more.’

Erica climbs the stairs. Trey is on his way down. They dance-- 
again. He grins. Erica doesn’t.

EXT. WALKER’S GARAGE - DAY

Erica slumps into her car, looks back at the empty station. 
Then she sees Michael with his guitar hitching a ride.

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - DAY (PRESENT)

Rehearsal. Michael jams with his band. They burn up a refined 
version of “Take Me Away.” Tight and seasoned. MUSIC rocks.  

He looks around the huge arena -- Nostalgic -- but the pan 
illustrates the drastic comparison to the cramped Gaslight.

Michael waves off the drummer, grabs the set list.

MICHAEL
Guys, to close the first set, I 
want to switch things up a bit.

He plays at the edge of the stage. MUSIC drifts back to --

EXT. STREET JUST OFF THE BEACH - DUSK (FLASHBACK)

MUSIC. The same chord progression. Young Erica slumps in her 
car. The home battlefields have driven her to seek refuge.

She has a flashlight wedged into the headrest of her seat and 
a text book open across the steering wheel.

She highlights a passage in her book, rubs her eyes. She’s 
been at it awhile. She stretches, stifles a yawn. Gets out.

EXT. BEACH - DUSK (CONTINUING FLASHBACK)

Erica strolls the sand, gazes at the surf. The MUSIC of that 
chord progression grows a little louder. Noticeable.

It changes tempo. Erica draws closer, curious of the source. 

She clears a dune, spots Michael working with an acoustic 
guitar. There’s a bench nearby but he sits in the sand.

She holds back, watches him improvise, mouth lyrics. Erica 
watches, listens. Her eyes seem to re-energize.
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After he completes the tune, he leans over. He spots Erica 
standing nearby, rises, brushes sand off his jeans. 

MICHAEL
One of these days, someone’s gonna 
need a VIP pass to catch that.

ERICA
You write here? 

MICHAEL
Write. Sleep. Dream. Yeah, I guess 
it’s called multi-tasking. 

That brings a smile. It’s awkward jukebox time again.

MICHAEL
What brings you out? 

ERICA
Big fan of the waves. Never get 
tired of their sound. Soothing.

They gaze at surf tumbling in. 

MICHAEL
Helps me too.

ERICA
I watch one roll in. It breaks and  
trickles up the sand but then I 
look out and there’s another and 
that breaks completely different.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM - DAY (PRESENT)

Erica gathers work papers. The DRIP persists. A RADIO plays:

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
(filtered)

Back with my exclusive one-on-one 
with Michael Jensen after this --  

Erica checks her reflection, slows her movement. She opens a 
drawer, digs for something private. 

She removes a jewelry box. Inside, there’s a Fender guitar 
pick and an excerpt of faded local newspaper.  

INSERT - PAPER

MICHAEL JENSEN’S FOREVER HITS #1 IN THE COUNTRY.
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BACK TO SCENE

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
(filtered; after music)

We’re back with Michael Jensen. 
Besides me, you kept in touch with 
anyone from your early days here?    

MICHAEL (O.S.)
I tried for a while, you know? Life 
on the road is tough. Sometimes I 
feel like it was a 20 year tour. 

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
Would you do it all over again?

MICHAEL (O.S.)
(laughs; a pro at this)

Only the good parts.

A DOORBELL rings downstairs. Erica checks herself.  

STACY (O.S.)
(excited)

Mom! Oh, my God! Mom!

Erica descends the stairs. Stacy holds her cell and an 
envelope. She jumps for joy.

STACY
(into phone)

Kim, I’ll text you back, K?

Stacy beams. She hands the envelope to Erica. It holds two 
VIP backstage passes to Michael Jensen’s ‘Forever’ concert. 
Erica looks horrified, shocked and surprised all at once.

STACY
Look! This came with them.

Stacy hands Erica an upscale hotel note pad that says “Erica, 
Forever starts at 9 - M.J.” Next to Michael’s initials is a 
Forever #1 circled in a heart. Stacy grabs Erica’s sleeve.

STACY
M.J.... M.J.... Michael Jensen?

Sarah appears in the doorway. Erica turns from her to Stacy.

ERICA
This is the concert you tried for?

STACY
Tell me you know Michael Jensen!
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Sarah wheels out of the doorway. Erica turns to her. Sarah’s 
eyes divert to a new shadow in the doorway. Everyone turns. 

Trey stands there. Tool box in hand. He reacts to Stacy’s 
plea -- immediately locks eyes with Erica, down plays it.

TREY
Rumor has it there’s a drip in the 
house. 

Erica looks around, unsure where to start. Her cell ERUPTS in 
her purse and snaps her back to the work papers. 

STACY
Mom?

ERICA
We’ll talk tonight. I have to get 
to work and you’ve got school.

Erica pushes past. Trey steps out of her way, deliberately. 
No dance. He waits. Sarah steps forward.

SARAH
I can show him where it is.

ERICA
Thanks, Mom. I’ll call you.

(mouths to Trey)
Thank you.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE AREA - DAY  

Erica assembles her presentation materials. Her eyes work 
like lasers. Quiet determination in her eyes. 

Sabrina dances around her. She holds the door for Erica. 

SABRINA
I will not say a word. I promise.

ERICA
Let’s get it done. 

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Sabrina watches Parker scan Erica’s presentation. 

PARKER
Well, Ms. Walker, it seems like we 
may have jumped the gun yesterday 
but this plan needs work. Weeks. 
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ERICA
We can do it in a week. I really 
think it will be worth more than... 

PARKER
Tomorrow. We launch tomorrow night.  

Erica reels. Sabrina masks astonishment with cheerleading. 

SABRINA
Woo-hoo. An all-nighter. It’ll be 
like college all over again.

ERICA
I don’t think you realize the scope 
of what you’re...

PARKER
Tomorrow. With or without you.

EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY   

Kim flirts with the popular crowd outside the front doors. 
Kim picks up Stacy approaching on her where-the-action-is 
type radar, saunters over. 

KIM
Hey, VIP. Whassup? That security 
dude is a doucebag anyway. I can’t 
wait to tell him he ain’t getting 
any. My girl. You deliver strong.  

Stacy seems in a bit in a fog, still replaying the doorway 
scene from earlier on a continuous loop in her mind.  

STACY
Yeah. Pretty sweet, huh?

KIM
Let’s spread the word.

Kim pushes Stacy toward the popular crowd readying to enter 
through the security screen at the high school entrance. 

INT. TRAILER - DAY (PRESENT)

CAROLINE, 48, hardened skin and voice from a lifetime of 
smoking and jobs that require a name tag. 

CAROLINE
Sarah didn’t trust him. Her 
husband, Sam was a vagabond. 
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Never planted roots ‘til he got 
married and had a kid then didn’t 
like the  fit, ya know? So, a guy 
that plays guitar? Wasn’t cuttin’ 
it for her. 

Dennis checks his video tape on the tri-pod, flips notes.

DENNIS
What about you? When you saw them 
in the diner? 

CAROLINE
It was like -- they had something. 
They would sit in that booth, and, 
even if you never saw them before, 
you saw that spark. 

Dennis closes his pad, finger on the power button.

DENNIS
So what did you think. After..

CAROLINE
I never saw two people with that 
kind of connection. It literally 
broke my heart.

EXT. WROX RADIO STATION - DAY

A crew hangs a banner on the outside of the building:

WROX PRESENTS MICHAEL JENSEN - FOREVER CONCERT - TOMORROW 
NIGHT. SOLD OUT. LISTEN TO WROX TO WIN TICKETS.  

Dennis grabs some video of the banner, turns to DJ Joey.

DENNIS
Thanks for the tip on Trey. We’re 
doing a second session later today. 
Got time to show me the beach?

EXT. BEACH - DAY  

Michael walks that same area by the dune where Erica found 
him earlier. The bench is still there.

He gazes at the surf tumbling in. Michael chews a guitar 
pick, tosses it into a wave as it washes up. CLANK and BANG.
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INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BATHROOM - DAY

Trey drops his plumber’s wrench. Sarah appears with a beer.

SARAH
Time for a break?

Trey pulls out from under the sink, pops the top and chugs.

TREY
How long did she hold out on this? 

Sarah runs a dust cloth over the dresser. With each swipe she 
lifts and cleans a framed photo: Erica at graduation; Erica 
with Stacy as a toddler playing the snow; a recent family 
portrait -- just the three of them: Sarah, Erica and Stacy. 

SARAH
She almost called yesterday. She’s 
had a tough stretch at work.

TREY
Stace told me.  

SARAH
This concert. Stacy’s been trying 
to win tickets for days. And now... 
I’m not sure how this will go.  

Trey runs the tap, shuts off the valve, only waits a second. 
No drip. He closes up the tool box, chugs more of beer. 

TREY
She’s sixteen. She can’t live in a 
bubble. Erica can’t run her like 
that monkey suit factory. I’ve 
gotta bolt. Gotta meet somebody.

Trey lugs his tools down the hall. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM AREA - DAY

Trey stands by Stacy’s open door and looks in. A nostalgic 
look in his eye. His finger’s run along the door frame. 

His fingers glide and fumble over etches as he stares at the 
wake of Stacey’s messy hodgepodge of an existence. 

Sarah moves into the hallway and Trey snaps out of it. He 
descends the stairs, crushes the beer can in his hand. 

Sarah moves in to Stacy’s room, picks up some things, 
straightens up without being too obvious.
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Only now we see the etches Trey’s fingers felt. Size marks 
with Sharpie dates written on the door frame. Stacy’s growth. 

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY 

Makeshift war room. Open food containers litter the table. 
Papers and charts taped to the window. Staff buzz in and out.

Erica directs her crew with split second nods, decisions and 
directives. Sabrina waits until Erica sends a Messenger off, 
then approaches with a plate of food and a soda.

SABRINA
Take a minute to eat. 

ERICA
I’m fine. I’ll eat later.

SABRINA
No. You really need to eat.

Sabrina shifts her eyes toward Erica’s office. Directing her. 
The emphasis on: Get there -- now. It’s not about eating.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE - MOMENTS LATER

Erica bites into a sandwich. Sabrina closes the door.

SABRINA
Parker wants to see me tonight. 

Erica stops chewing. A strange combination of validation and 
shock short-circuit her from saying anything. She turns.

ERICA
Why are you telling me this?

SABRINA
C’mon. Isn’t it obvious? They’re 
setting you up to fail. There’s no 
way this launch gets off in time. 
And they want to make sure they’ve 
got a back up plan in place. 

ERICA
And Parker wants you.

SABRINA
Oh, trust me. He’s made that clear.

Erica dumps her food in the trash.  
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ERICA
I’ve gotta get back in there.

Sabrina blocks her path, folds her arms. All business.

SABRINA
Parker I can handle. This job? It’s 
yours. I’m just trying to help. 

Erica pushes past her, resumes her directives. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL / LOCKERS - DAY 

Stacy checks her phone. A string of texts from Kim.

INSERT - PHONE

U rock! MJ on Fri.

M & U = :)

Can ur M drive us?

BACK TO SCENE

Stacy closes her locker. A WROX sticker prominent on the 
inside. Various rock stars as well, including Michael Jensen.

INT. MICHAEL’S HOTEL ROOM - DAY

Michael looks like a rock star again. His media team fill the 
suite area. Label executives review proposals on an huge TV. 
The leader of this pack is LANCE. He commands the remote.

LANCE
Michael, look at this -- a guest 
stint as a judge on a rip off of 
The Voice. This one focuses on the 
songwriters. Six weeks, smash and 
grab. Only there day of show. 

Michael waves it off. Uninterested.

LANCE
(another click)

Movie deal. Three week shoot in 
Figi. You’d play a lounge singer in 
a resort. One night stand. They’re 
attaching Mila Kunis.
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Even less interest from Michael. The screen keeps flashing 
across his reflection. The MURMUR of Lance and his crew keep 
muddling but seem to grow into a drone of noise.   

Michael fixates on the room bar. The sink DRIPS. Droplets 
fall consistently, like time droplets down a drain. A shake 
jars him back to the room. Lance has been waiting:

LANCE
(beat; expectant)

Let’s make this move faster. You 
want something else? Name it.

MICHAEL
I don’t want something else. I told 
you. I want something ‘more.’

With that, he lunges off the plush sofa and bolts.

EXT. HOTEL - DAY

Michael hops into his rental, cuts out of the lot.

INT. RENTAL CAR - DAY 

Michael cranks on the radio. STATIC. Michael channel surfs. 
He tries to escape into a series of SONGS. But nothing works. 
The feel -- the sound -- He needs that ‘just right’ release. 

He snaps off the radio. He chews on a guitar pick, then -- he 
nods his head, drums the steering wheel -- light at first. 

Then, as he finds the beat, he starts to sing:

MICHAEL
(sings; to himself)

It ain’t just up to me.
(mumbles more)

Something, something, up to you.

INT. STARLIGHT DINER - DAY (FLASHBACK)

Trey pushes off from the jukebox. Fewer of his football crowd 
around him. He wears a greasy shirt. Walker’s Garage on it. 

TREY
B-4. That’s your favorite, right?

Erica watches the kitchen, waiting for a sign or someone to 
appear. She’s distracted. Only half-listening.
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ERICA
Before. Right. Things were 
different. What else can I say?

TREY
What are you talking about?

Sarah emerges from the kitchen, waves and Erica straightens. 
Trey steps away and their ritual of a dance turns into a bump 
of heads that actually causes Erica to recoil. Hurt.

ERICA
There’s this...thing I’m doing. 
I’ll see you around.

Erica joins Caroline, at 28, and other waitresses serenading 
Michael with ‘Happy Birthday.’ 

Sarah wears leg braces but still expertly hands Michael a 
cake with 20 candles on it.  

SARAH
Hurry up and make a wish before I 
have to jam another one on there.

MICHAEL
(to Erica)

Do this with me?

Erica and Michael lock eyes and blow out the candles 
together. APPLAUSE from the diner staff.

SARAH
Alright, my even more gratifying 
second job awaits. I’ll see you at 
home, Sweetheart.

(kisses Erica’s head)
I’ll call if we got anything from 
the college.

ERICA
(off Michael’s look)

I’ll see you at home, Ma.
(rallies; takes his hand)

What did you wish for?

Michael flips the jukebox handle, turns to the last song. 

Inside, there’s a homemade, hand-printed card. It reads: 
MICHAEL JENSEN - TAKE ME WAY on one side FOREVER the other. 

He’s blown away. He glances down the aisle. Trey’s watching. 
Michael leans in, when Erica doesn’t pull back -- He kisses 
Erica on the lips. Caroline snaps a photo. CLICK. 
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EXT. STARLIGHT DINER - DAY (PRESENT)  

CLICK. Michael snaps a photo of the diner’s facade on his 
cell. Only the shell of it remains. He returns to his car.

He chews a guitar pick, taps his leg with that same beat.

MICHAEL
(sings to himself)

It ain’t just up to me.
(mumbles more)

Something, left when I left you.

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY 

Erica clicks through screens on a Power point presentation. 
She digs out data, reviews figures, types on a laptop.   

She tilts back an energy drink, surveys her team -- everyone 
pushing, working on papers or lap tops.

Parker passes the room, assesses the situation. Sabrina 
steals a glance over her laptop, checks the clock. 

SABRINA
Parker’s doing another lap. This 
hourly drive by thing is so lame.  

ERICA
If you’re noticing, you’re not busy 
enough. You want to take over the 
export of the Williams data? 

SABRINA
Bring it. I can handle it. 

INT. CONFERENCE ROOM - HOURS LATER

The staff appear to be running on fumes. Erica, now focused 
on collating stacks of data, maneuvers around dead soldiers 
of energy drink cans and crumpled discarded office products. 

PARKER
I assume you’ll be ready to present 
to the entire Board in the morning? 

ERICA
They can’t come in tonight?

The staff stifle chuckles. Even Sabrina sucks in her cheeks. 
Erica doesn’t even look up, focused on the task at hand.
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PARKER
(like she never spoke)

Ms. Cress. When you have a minute?

Sabrina looks at Erica. Erica waits then breaks the silence --

ERICA
It sounds like you’re needed 
outside. Go ahead. I’ve got this.

Parker opens the door. Sabrina exits, follows him. The staff 
sneak glances to each other. Erica is all too aware. 

ERICA
Tick tock people. Gossip at recess.

EXT. AIPORT - DAY 

NILES, 60, a polished man of style, exudes confidence, is 
greeted at the gate by a sheepish Dennis.

INT. AIRPORT LOUNGE - DAY

Dennis and Niles. On their second drink.

NILES
The footage isn’t bad. It’s dry. We 
need something that hasn’t been on 
other profiles.

DENNIS
I’m working a new angle. Someone no 
one else has found. And he’s 
leading me to a potential goldmine. 

NILES
So we run with it. Jensen’s entire 
recording career is archived 
footage. I’ve got all the Grammy 
cuts. We need the heart. The guts.

DENNIS
Let me show you something.

INT. TV STUDIO REVIEW ROOM - DAY  

Dennis and Niles review a bank of monitors.

ON VIDEO
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Michael at an awards TV show. Front row. Beside him, a hot 
starlet. A series of spliced cuts reveal Michael at different 
events, red carpets, premiers and award shows with different 
women -- all very hot properties.

BACK TO SCENE

Dennis snaps off the monitors, pulls up a screen with a typed 
act break down on it. He highlights sections as he reviews: 

DENNIS
There was Marla, Jenna, Kristen, 
back to Marla at her award. The gap 
is right here.   

NILES
The inspiration behind ‘Forever.’ 
Could have been any one of them.

DENNIS
Or none of them.

Dennis snaps off the screens, gathers his equipment.

NILES
So he never disclosed anywhere to 
anyone who he wrote ‘Forever’ about 
but he admits it was about someone. 
Why the mystery?

DENNIS
Sells magazines. Keeps chat boards 
humming. It’s constant DJ fodder.

NILES
It’s not calculated. What’s the big 
secret? Guys have been writing 
songs about girls since the Greeks.

Dennis loads his camera, stops mid-jam. Struck with an idea.

DENNIS
Unless it’s not really his song.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE - DUSK

Erica closes her door, embracing the quiet and the chance to 
let her brain idle. She pushes off the door, dials her phone.

ERICA
(into phone throughout)

Hey, Stacy. How’s it going?
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INTERCUT - STACY ON THE SOFA AT HOME.

STACY
Why aren’t you home yet? I texted 
you like six times.

ERICA
I’m tied up at work. I can’t leave. 
I have a morning deadline.

STACY
Oh, God, Mom. Seriously? 

ERICA
It’s work, Stace. If it was fun, 
they’d call it play. What’s wrong?

STACY
The concert tickets? You said...   

ERICA
I can’t do this now. 

A staffer opens the door, gestures to the conference room.  
Sabrina looms beyond the opened door, issuing directions. 
Erica watches all this and misses Stacy’s words on the line. 

STACY
Mom, are you even listening?

ERICA
I’m sorry. What? 

STACY
I talked to Dad. He’d said it’d be 
okay.

Erica’s eyes revert back to the phone. That caught her ear. 

ERICA
Your father ‘says’ a lot of things. 
We’ll talk. Just not right now. 

The staffer gestures more forcefully. Sabrina appears over 
his shoulder. An urgent plea in her expression.

STACY
You know, Mom, I could have told 
you this entire conversation before 
I even answered the phone.

Erica waves out the staffer and Sabrina. The door closes. She 
rubs her face, hurt and alone. After a beat --
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ERICA
That’s not fair.

STACY
And BTW? When you get home, I may 
be the one who can’t talk. 

DIAL TONE. Erica’s knuckles whiten around the phone. She 
takes a breath, lowers her head and walks back to battle.

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE - DAY

Michael poses for the press in front of a gigantic image of 
himself on the promo cover for his Greatest Hits package.  

Lance pulls Michael aside as the photographers reposition the 
lights. In contrast to Erica’s scene: a roadie brings Michael 
water, someone else brings him something to sign. 

Michael has things done for him but when the cameras stop, 
his eyes shut off like stage lights and his smile implodes. 

LANCE
I’ve got it. We lock down the 
tracks for the hits package and 
tell the label the liner notes will 
have the reveal. 

MICHAEL
What? 

LANCE
We dip their toes in that, advance 
copies will out sell anybody.

MICHAEL
I was okay with dropping hints I 
might do this. I never said I 
would.

LANCE
You never told me you wouldn’t. 
I’ll mine the gold, Michael but 
you’ve got to show me the stream.

Michael holds a look on him that Lance meets equally. 
Finally, he pushes through the door to get away --

INT. GASLIGHT / BACKSTAGE LIQUOR ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK) 

Floor to ceiling cases of beer and alcohol. An overhead light 
and a metal folding chair in an ultra-cramped space. 
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Michael, at 20, chews a guitar pick, reviews a diner menu 
scribbled with chords and lyrics. DJ Joey, at 30, bursts in.  

DJ JOEY
Michael, I told you. Drop your demo 
at the station. I’ll check it out.

MICHAEL
Money’s been a little tight.

DJ JOEY
(gestures grandly)

Sweet. This is the demo?

MICHAEL
All I want is a chance.

DJ JOEY
You’ve got two minutes. Wow me.

Michael positions the menu, plays a few bars of the beginning 
of what we’ll recognize as “Forever.” Raw and jagged. 

Michael plays through a chord change, Joey opens the door.

DJ JOEY 
And -- I’m out.

MICHAEL
I thought I had two minutes?

DJ JOEY
Acoustic ballads are dead. 

And he’s gone. Michael watches the door of opportunity close.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM - NIGHT (PRESENT)

Stacy opens a new text below Kim’s picture: 

INSERT - PHONE SCREEN

Party 2nite. VIP.

BACK TO SCENE

Stacy nods, fed just what she needed. She attacks her closet:

SERIES OF QUICK SHOTS

Stacy pulls on a provocative top.

Paints on makeup that screams -- action. 
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Turns the screwdriver into a homemade jewelry box. Unlocks 
her private stash inside -- a strip of condoms.

SARAH (O.S.)
What the hell?

BACK TO SCENE

Lightning quick -- Stacy cups a hand over the condoms, buries 
the box in a mess of clothes, kneels on the screwdriver.  

STACY
Namma! God, you scared me.

SARAH
What are you dressed for? It’s a 
school night.

STACY
Really, Namma? What am I, 12?

Sarah absently straightens up anything she can reach. Stacy 
tugs a belt out of her hands with more force than she needs.

STACY
Leave it.

SARAH
Your Mom wants me to order us some 
food, what do you want to eat?

STACY
Nothing. I’m going out.

SARAH
No. You’re not. 

STACY
You just keep thinking that.

SARAH
What?

STACY
Pizza. Order like nine different 
kinds and get soda. Lots of it. Mom 
won’t care. Like she’d care about 
anything but her friggin’ job.

SARAH
You’re upset about those tickets.

STACY
Dad said it would be okay. 
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Sarah picks up a sleeve, folds a shirt which drags free from 
a pair of jeans -- suddenly revealing -- Stacy’s box.

Sarah spots it before Stacy can scoop it up. Sarah stops 
folding, drawn to it. She holds a look on Stacy for a beat.

SARAH
That’s the box your father made 
you. With the secret panel.

Stacy holds it fondly, twirls it in her hands.

STACY
Dad said it’s good for people to 
keep a secret or two. Makes us that 
much more special.

Stacy makes a show of flashing the open panels. Nothing. 

SARAH
It’s empty.

Stacy walks out, one hand clenched with her stash. She hands 
Sarah the box as she passes, sounds just like Kim with:  

STACY
Guess I don’t have any secrets.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / HALLWAY - NIGHT

The PLOD of Stacy’s sneakers echo from the stairs. 

Sarah carries the box to Erica’s bedroom. It’s dark. She 
reaches in to flip the light switch and --

INT. SARAH’S HOUSE / BEDROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

The light comes on. Dated, modest bedroom furniture. Worn  
carpet yet there’s a feeling of things lovingly cared for. 

Sarah carries a box of take out food from the diner. 

SARAH
Sam?

Erica, at 13, twirls like a ballerina in the doorway.

ERICA AT 13
Mom, watch this.

Sarah peeks in the bathroom. Dark as well. She smiles briefly 
at Erica, stands at the closet, heaves a deep breath.
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ERICA AT 13
Mom, you’re not watching.

Erica spins blissfully. Sarah pulls open the closet. 

It’s as if someone split it in two. Sarah’s side, packed with 
clothes. The other blatantly empty. Some stray empty hangers.

Sarah holds the door to shield the onset of tears from Erica.

ERICA AT 13 (O.S.)
Mom, you’re missing it.

Sarah clutches her chest. Erica’s twirls spill her further 
into the room. Sarah closes the closet, bringing DARKNESS. 

EXT. OFFICE BUILDING / PARKING LOT - NIGHT 

Few cars. Parker whispers something to Sabrina, points at her 
as if to say: I’ll catch you later. Sabrina backs toward the 
building. Parker gets in his car, powers out of the lot.

Above them, literally, Erica stands alone in the window of 
the conference room. She watches them, turns back to work.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - NIGHT

DING from the elevator. Erica assesses her table filled with 
charts. A proud smile forms. Sabrina enters, rubs her hands -- 

SABRINA
Alright, what’s next?

Erica grabs her jacket, fixes her hair.

ERICA
Let’s call it a night. I think 
we’ve put ourselves where we need 
to be. Parker’s gone, isn’t he?     

Erica walks out. Sabrina looks at the window, then at the 
papers and the mass of work. DING. The elevator sounds again.

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT  

Moonlight illuminates Michael by the dune where Erica found 
him earlier. Michael sits in the sand not on the bench.

Michael chews a guitar pick, now works magic with his guitar 
to that same beat he found in the car.
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MICHAEL
(sings to himself)

It ain’t just up to me. Part of me 
left when I left you.

(grasping)
It should be up to us. It can be up 
to us...it has to be up to us.. 

He works at the frets until it feels right. One thing for 
sure -- there’s passion in his eyes. The song is resonating.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Erica slips inside. It’s quiet.

ERICA
Stace, I’m home. Ma?

Erica climbs the stairs, Puzzled.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BATHROOM - MOMENTS LATER

The sink still DRIPS. Erica enters, finds Sarah working under 
the sink. Her cane and a few old tools beside her. 

ERICA
Mom, please. I’ll call a plumber 
right now. I could have told you 
Trey would leave it worse than he 
found it. Where’s Stacy?  

SARAH
Out.

Erica stops unbuttoning her work blouse, stunned.

ERICA
Excuse me?  

SARAH
She was upset. And I...

ERICA
...where is she?

Erica re-buttons, grabs her keys.

SARAH
I didn’t catch it. Like I said I...
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ERICA
Tried to fix it. You can’t leave 
anything alone. Get over it, Ma. We 
know you’re here. We’re not gonna 
leave you like he did.

Erica charges out. Sarah reels. Stunned and hurt.

EXT. CONCERT HALL - NIGHT

The marquee is getting set. Letters inserted read: WROX 
presents Michael Jensen Live - One Last Time-Tomorrow night. 

Dennis snaps off his video camera and turns to Niles.

NILES
You’ll call me if he tries to go 
back on his statement. I’ve got 
legal on stand by.  

DENNIS
I want to review it again. What 
time did Lance give me again?   

NILES
You get him for a half-hour at 10. 

Niles ducks into a waiting cab, offers a ‘thumbs up.’

INT. TV STUDIO / EDITING ROOM - NIGHT

ON VIDEO: Trey in close up. Deep into an interview. The tape 
accelerates in fast-forward until it slows to normal speed.   

TREY (ON VIDEO)
(filtered)

The guy... There’s some things, if 
people knew, they... 

Trey looks at the camera, suddenly aware and self-conscious.

BACK TO SCENE

Dennis freezes it there, notes the digital count under the 
screen. He leans forward, hits ‘play,’ hangs on this part:

TREY (ON VIDEO)
(filtered)

Look, you didn’t hear this from me. 
Can we turn that thing off for a 
few minutes? 
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Trey gestures to the camera. Dennis hits freeze-frame.   

ON VIDEO: Trey holds a secretive look. Something heavy that 
he’s carrying. The weight of a decision across his face.

EXT. UPSCALE HOUSE - NIGHT  

MUSIC blasts across a McMansion. Wealth and ego showing off. 
All the popular kids laugh, dance and party by a large pool. 

Kim is in the middle of hottest action, grinding with a GUY.  

Stacy wanders into the fringe. Someone hands her a cup of 
punch. Stacy sniffs, reacts. Strong. Kim rushes over.

KIM
Hey, VIP. ‘Bout time.

Stacy looks around. A stranger in a strange land. The bar 
area is populated with the same jock crowd from school.

STACY
Who’s house is this?

KIM
Taylor’s Dad. He’s like never here. 
Sweet, huh? 

(pulls Stacy aside)
Got a little present for you.

Kim nods toward a kid who looks like a walking Hollister ad, 
TAYLOR, 17. Tending bar and cracking jokes. Untouchable.  

STACY
You’ve got to be kidding me.

KIM
The supreme fix-up is on, VIP. I 
wove my magic. You are so ‘in.’ I’m 
taking over the bar. Leave you two 
for some quality time.  

Stacy tries to cover her expression, raises her cup, drinks. 
Gasps. Strong as it smelled. Her eyes dart around. Uneasy. 

INT. ERICA’S CAR - NIGHT

Erica presses speed dial. Stacy’s voice on VOICE MAIL begins. 
She presses ‘End,’ shakes her head.   

ERICA
Of course.
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INT. TOWN TAVERN - NIGHT

WHACK! Billiard balls scatter. Dennis breaks. DJ Joey circles 
the table at this crowded local watering hole. A garage band 
covers classic rock to just about everyone’s disinterest.  

DENNIS
C’mon, you know that’s not how this 
works. I’ve got a source. All I 
need is validation.

DJ JOEY
I thought this was a profile puff 
piece. Where’s this coming from?

DENNIS
Look, I’m doing the story with or 
without you. My producer is ready 
to make it worth your while but 
I’ve gotta know before I meet him 
tomorrow. I’ll leave it up to you.

DJ JOEY
How much we talking?

DENNIS
You’ve got a number? 

DJ JOEY
(long beat; sighs)

I ain’t getting any younger.

EXT. BEACH - NIGHT

Erica gets out of her car, parked almost identically like it 
was when we saw her studying in the flashback.

ERICA
(calling out)

Stacy? Stacy! 

Erica wanders, slumps by the bench, checks her phone, sits. 
She texts a message as the WAVES CRASH and --

EXT. BEACH - SUNSET (FLASHBACK)

Erica watches Michael play the chords of ‘Forever.’ It’s just 
music right now but the structure of the song is there. 

After he completes the tune, he leans over, kisses her with 
more passion. Erica matches him but pulls back first. 
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ERICA
I’ve gotta go soon. Mom’s shift.

Mood breaker. Michael recoils.

ERICA
Look, it’s hard for her. She’s been 
putting in a ton of hours since my 
Dad left. She’s not doing it for 
herself you know.

MICHAEL
How could I forget? She beats it 
into my head every time I see her.

ERICA
We’re here now. Isn’t that what 
matters?

Michael comes to her. Neutralized by her warmth.

MICHAEL
Now is what matters.

As soon as the words leave his mouth -- it’s magic time: 

With excited eyes, Michael grabs his guitar. Erica grabs a 
paper to write notes.

Michael fumbles with the strings. Hits notes. Erica 
scribbles. A song was just born. 

In a moment, a song emerges. Michael plays. Erica feeds him 
lyrics. Michael sings them, turns them melodic.

They work in harmony. Totally on the same frequency. After 
two turns, Michael lays the guitar aside, scoops her up. 

Erica squeals with delight, embraces him playfully. 

They dash toward the water, giddy and excited -- stoked with 
energy from their fresh creation --

They dance, chase and play by the water’s edge. Michael 
splashes her. She kicks water back at him.

Michael lifts her, winds up to throw her into the waves. She 
jumps on his back and spins him wildly. Michael ventures into 
the surf. Erica protests but refuses to let go.

ERICA
It’s no use. You can’t lose me.
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MICHAEL
If I’m going, you’re going with me.

Michael parades into the deeper surf and just that quick --

EXT. BEACH / IN THE SURF - MOMENTS LATER 

Michael’s celebratory tone changes. He swallows water, gags, 
relinquishes his grip on Erica.

She swims but struggles. Michael bobs, fights to get his 
breath above the choppy surf.

Erica tries to lift Michael but he flails in desperation.  

MICHAEL
I can’t.. 

Erica treads water with one arm, strokes him with the other. 

ERICA
Breathe. I’ve got you. I won’t let 
you go. It’s just you and me. 

Michael turns onto his back. Erica holds him. She struggles 
against the current and waves to drag him to the shore. 

Only when they reach the shallow water, Michael can breathe 
enough to speak. He wraps his arms around her --

ERICA
That’s it. Hold me now.

They trudge out of the surf as WAVES CRASH. VRRMMMMM.

INT. UPSCALE HOUSE - NIGHT

MOM appears on Stacy’s phone. Not that she can see it. Taylor 
is devouring her neck and running his hands all over her.  

Stacy is clearly uncomfortable and not enjoying his 
aggressive probes. She grabs her phone, reads it:

STACY
(to Taylor)

It’s Kim. There’s a problem at the 
bar. She needs you to come out. 

Taylor pulls back, winks.   

TAYLOR
B-R-B.
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Stacy’s grin fades as the door closes. She hits speed dial.

INT. RENTAL CAR - NIGHT 

Michael drives, focused on the strip of places he passes, 
looking for something. Finally, he finds it -- 

EXT. STREET - NIGHT 

Michael’s rental car pulls into the parking lot of Shooters 
Tavern. The local heir apparent to The Gaslight.   

Michael carries his guitar past a sandwich board marquee 
outside that reads: Live Music Tonight with Split Decision.     

INT. SHOOTERS TAVERN - MOMENTS LATER

MUSIC. On stage, five hungry musicians play their hearts out 
to maybe a dozen people scattered around the bar. Slow night.

The music is original and the band has chops. They play as if 
they’re playing for a sold out arena audience.

Michael rests his hands on his guitar and leans against the 
wall in the dark corner of the room. A smile creases. Home. 

EXT. UPSCALE NEIGHBORHOOD STREET - NIGHT 

Stacy creeps behind the bushes on the fringe of Taylor’s 
house. She keeps one eye on the street and one on her phone. 

INT. ERICA’S CAR - NIGHT  

Erica reads a test, pulls over. Watches Stacy emerge from the 
bushes. Stacy climbs in and sinks down. Tearful. 

ERICA
What the hell is going on?

STACY
Just drive, Mom. Please?

Erica pulls away, leaves Taylor’s house in the distance. 

ERICA
I think you..

STACY
NQA. You promised. 
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ERICA
What?

STACY
At my Sweet Sixteen. You said if I 
ever got some place I needed to get 
out of to call and you would pick 
me up -- no questions asked.  

Erica steals glances at her daughter, squeezes her hand.

ERICA
A promise is a promise.

Stacy composes herself. Relieved. 

STACY
Promise number two.

Erica turns. Surprised, a mixture of proud and embarrassed.

ERICA
Okay...

STACY
Why did we get those tickets?

ERICA
For Michael’s concert.

STACY
Michael? So, you do know him? 

Erica stops at an intersection. She picks at the steering 
wheel, waits for the light. Stacy holds a look on her.

Erica finally confesses with a nod. Stacy stifles a squeal. 
The light turns green. Erica drives, reflective:

ERICA 
In high school, we were together 
all the time. I swore he was ‘the 
one.’

STACY
Oh my God, Mom! And you’ve never 
told me?

ERICA
I had... there were reasons.

Stacy fidgets, beside herself with hyper curiosity.
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STACY
Mom, seriously? Michael Jensen? 

Stacy turns on the radio, tunes the dial.

ERICA
You have to understand. Back then, 
he wasn’t a rock star.

STACY
What was he like? I mean in high 
school. Was he like super hot? 

DJ Joey’s lightning quick banter surges on the RADIO: 

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
(filtered)

Hey, we’re only a day away from the 
WROX sold out show -- Hometown 
hero, Michael Jensen returns -- and 
WROX will carry the concert -- live 
on the radio. If you can’t be 
there, you’ve gotta be here...  

EXT. BEACH - SUNSET (FLASHBACK)

Michael and Erica sit in the sand. Michael plays guitar. 
Erica writes and scratches lyrics off a paper.

Michael finishes playing a faster, more hard rock version of 
the song he played for DJ Joey. Erica erases her notes.

ERICA
You switched it up.

MICHAEL
Yeah. At the audition, Joey said 
ballads are dead.

ERICA
So what? Make yourself happy first.

MICHAEL
Joey is the only DJ that can break 
somebody. If I go back to him with 
the same song, he’ll write me off.

Erica hands him her handwritten notes with a shrug.

ERICA
Joey’s loss.
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Her smile melts Michael’s heart. He reviews the pages, sees  
they’re written on a college brochure. He lifts it.

MICHAEL
You applied? I thought we talked 
about this.

ERICA
(takes back the brochure)

No. You talked about it. It’s a 
long shot but it’s something my mom 
has saved for my entire life.

(points at her notes)
Maybe this verse should come down. 
All the best stuff comes early.

Michael plays. Slower again off her notes. It sounds better. 
He picks at the strings, gives a score to their conversation.

MICHAEL
You’re the lyric.

ERICA
I’ve been called worse.

MICHAEL
Music and lyrics. Together forever.

ERICA
I like forever.

MICHAEL
But what if all the best stuff 
comes early?

ERICA
What if it just keeps getting 
better? I say forever. Count me in.

MICHAEL
Okay, forever starts...now.

He playfully tackles her. They laugh and kiss. 

She looks into his eyes. Michael gazes at her and in that 
moment, it’s pure electricity. Love and connection.

Erica rolls over, digs a key into the wood bench. 

Michael watches as she carves ‘Forever #1’ inside a heart. 

WAVES CRASH and out of the sounds of CHURNING SURF emerges --
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INT. SHOOTERS TAVERN - SAME TIME  

MUSIC. Michael Jensen’s ‘Take Me Away’ blares from the 
jukebox. The members of Split Decision huddle around Michael 
as he scribbles chord changes and plays through a song. 

MICHAEL
We go to G then D minor, then pick 
up back here after the bridge.

The band members nod and grin, getting it but also giddy with 
the fact that Michael Jensen is showing them a new song.

MICHAEL
We’ll run through it a couple 
times. It’ll come together.

Michael straps on his guitar. NICK, 22, opens his cell. 

NICK
Michael, let me call my girlfriend 
before we do this. No one is gonna 
believe we’re jamming with Michael 
friggin’ Jensen.

Michael shrugs. Indifferent, focused on playing through the 
chords. The band picks up their instruments. 

Michael looks out from the stage. This place is the polar 
opposite of the arena. A mostly empty dive bar.

Nick snaps a photo of Michael with his band, pulls on his own 
guitar. Split Decision tune and check levels. ‘Take Me Away’ 
FADES on the jukebox. The stage lights come up. 

INT. DINER - NIGHT (SAME TIME)

Erica and Stacy sit in a booth. Stacy hangs on every word.

ERICA
Namma wanted me to go to college 
more than anything in the world. 
Michael wanted to take his best 
shot with music and he knew he 
couldn’t do it here. He wanted me 
to go with him.    

STACY
Did you ever..., you know?

ERICA
Stacy!
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STACY
Mom, this whole conversation is off 
the charts. You’ve gotta tell me 
everything.

Erica rearranges the salt and pepper, anything she can get 
her hands on. Clearly uncomfortable with the conversation. 

ERICA
Look, there are some things 
Mother’s get to keep private.

STACY
So, I’ll never know. Great.

ERICA
Oh, now it’s full disclosure? OK, 
what was going on back at that 
house? Tell me everything.

STACY
That is so not fair.

ERICA
My point is -- you’re 16. Life 
throws you choices and we don’t 
always know which way to turn.

STACY
Can this not turn into a lecture?

ERICA
Deal. Just know that there are 
things we have to talk about. Some 
things you need to understand... 
about me and why I worry about you. 
It’s getting late...     

STACY
..just a little more. Tell me about 
when you and Michael broke up.  

INT. SHOOTERS TAVERN - SAME TIME

LIVE MUSIC. Nick and Split Decision churn through the chords 
Michael demonstrated earlier. They pick it up quick. It gels.

Michael smiles and approaches the microphone. No one in the 
club pays any more attention than they did earlier. 

Michael works magic with his guitar and now, a fleshed out 
band rocks that same beat Michael pounded out in the car.
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MICHAEL
(sings)

It ain’t just up to me. Part of me 
left when I left you.

(improvising)
It can be up to us. You’re a part 
of everything I do. 

Magic. The band gains confidence with each note. Michael nods 
and plays. Everything comes together in harmony. 

More people at the bar take notice. The band kicks into 
overdrive. Full tilt rock and roll MUSIC ROCKS!

INT. DINER - SAME TIME

Erica glances at the clock above Stacy’s seat.

ERICA
Oh my God, it’s two in the morning.

STACY
Mom, this is way more important 
than school.

ERICA
It’s not that. I’ve got a huge 
presentation I have to make at work 
in a few hours. We have to go.

STACY
Mom!? It’s always work!

ERICA
This conversation is not over. I 
have to get home, get this done and 
we’ll talk this out. We need to.

STACY
You promised.

ERICA
And I’ll keep it. Now, let’s go.

They exit the diner. Only now, as they open the doors do we 
see that Shooters Tavern is directly across the street.

INT. SHOOTERS TAVERN - NIGHT

Bar stools are turned upside down. The house lights are up. 
Nick and Split Decision share a beer with Michael on stage.
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MICHAEL
I really appreciate you guys 
banging out that song with me. 
Certain things...I guess I just 
needed to get back to. 

NICK
You kiddin’? We thought it was a 
good night before you showed up.

MICHAEL
You guys booked tomorrow night?

NICK
Three sets for three bills at 
Shooters. Another month, we’ll have 
enough to record a decent demo.

MICHAEL
How’d you like to open for me?

NICK
Seriously?

MICHAEL
I liked what I heard tonight. You 
guys have got something. It only 
takes the right set of ears. 

NICK
We are so there, dude.

Beer bottles are raised in a collective toast. CLINK!

INT. HOTEL SUITE - NIGHT

CLINK. Niles and Dennis toast martini glasses. DJ Joey stands 
by the bar, gawking at a check.  

NILES
The Release, Mr. Madden. Legal 
hates when we don’t have those. 

DJ Joey holds a pen over the signature line. Tentative.

DENNIS
Problem?

DJ JOEY
Are you gonna use any of this when 
you meet with him in the morning?
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Niles brings his glass over. DJ Joey’s eyes drift to the 
dirty swirl of cocktail ingredients floating in his drink. 

NILES
Coming from radio, you know that 
certain things come with a high 
price. When we said we’d make it 
worth your while, you had to 
understand this wouldn’t be easy. 

DJ Joey rubs his head, scribbles his name on the dotted line.

EXT. BEACH - DAWN

The sun breaks over the horizon. Orange yields to yellow. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / BEDROOM - MORNING

Dawn breaks outside the window. Erica’s eyes open. That DRIP 
from the faucet pours like a stream now.       

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Erica, dressed for work, appears by her bed. Stacy sleeps. 

ERICA
I love you.

STACY
Good luck with your thing.

ERICA
When I get home, we’ll talk about 
everything. It’s time.   

STACY
What about the concert? Can I go?

ERICA
We have to talk first. 

STACY 
But it’s tonight. Kim needs to 
know.

ERICA
If you’re going. And I’m saying  
‘if.’ Then, I’m going with you. 

STACY
But, Mom!
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ERICA
I’ve gotta get to work. We’re done 
for now. I’ve been waiting for this 
for a long time. I’ll see you when 
I get home. You’ll understand soon.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - MOMENTS LATER

Sarah clutches her cane with a phone book tucked under her 
other arm. Erica intercepts her.

ERICA
Mom, what are you doing? 

SARAH
I’m calling a plumber. You want to 
fight me on that too?

Erica aids her mother down the steps, kisses her cheek.

ERICA
Thanks, Mom. I appreciate it. 

Sarah cups Erica’s chin in her hand, stands back -- proud. 

SARAH
Knock ‘em dead, today.

INT. TV STUDIO - DAY

Dennis positions his camera, reviews notes. Trey seems 
restless. His make-up artist tries to work on Trey but the 
result appears like a shine on a rusted can.

DENNIS
(reviewing tape)

We’ll roll in just a sec. I wanna 
go over some shots from yesterday. 

ON MONITOR

Series of raw head shot footage with BEEPS between: 

CAROLINE 
(all filtered)

Sarah worked so hard. Nobody. And I 
mean nobody, busted a... Shit, is 
it okay if I say ‘ass?’

BEEP
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DJ JOEY
They had chemistry. ‘It’ factor. 
Whatever you wanna call it. I can’t 
explain it. You just knew, ya know?

BEEP

TREY
Dude was a dreamer.   

NOW WE’RE LIVE - DENNIS AND TREY on camera:

DENNIS
What do you mean? In a mean way?

TREY
No, but it was like -- what made 
his dream that much more important 
than anyone else’s, ya know? I 
would’ve liked to play second base 
for the Mets but nobody was gonna 
lose any sleep if I didn’t. 

DENNIS
So, there was not much sacrifice on 
his part?

TREY
Put it this way. He never got his 
hands dirty to buy food for a 
family. A guy gets lucky enough to 
find someone to share a life with, 
he does whatever it takes to keep 
it together. You suck it up and put 
your dreams second.

INT. HOTEL SUITE - DAY

Lance works the phones. The media team holds up things for 
his approval. He admits or dismisses with a wave of his hand.

LANCE
He’s got the ten o’clock interview 
but a small window for a live local 
news cutaway. Maybe some fans lined 
up outside. It’d be the perfect 
spot to run a Greatest Hits promo.

Lance peaks out the window. 

LANCE’S P.O.V. - THE PARKING LOT

News vans pour into the hotel. The media blitz is on.
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EXT. HIGH SCHOOL - DAY

Stacy blends into a throng of people heading toward the 
security screen. She gasps, caught off guard by the sudden 
appearance of Kim's unmistakable blonde hair beside her. 

KIM
Hey, David Blane. What’s up with 
the disappearing act last night? 

STACY
Long story.

KIM
No worries. Taylor’s like, so... 
whatever. Can’t wait for tonight, 
VIP. Catch ya later.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / ERICA’S OFFICE AREA - DAY  

Erica and Sabrina gather presentation materials. There’s a 
diligence over a prolonged silence. Unspoken tension. 

The office brims with energy. Something big about to happen. 
Finally, they stand at the door, about to leave -- 

ERICA
Are you ready? 

Sabrina’s eyes race over what they’re holding.

SABRINA
I think I’ve got everything.

ERICA
No. Are you ready? 

Sabrina locks eyes with Erica. The air gets thick enough to 
cut. A staffer roams the hallway with a camera, snaps shots.    

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

An impressive Board of Directors, radiating the power that 
they wield, line the wall. The Marketing Director positions 
them for a photograph. The staffer is waved inside. 

Erica and Sabrina watch the power players stand for the shot. 
Parker approaches, basks in the circus activity he’s created. 

The Marketing Director smiles, nods to the staffer. CLICK!
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INT. CONCERT HALL / PRESS ROOM - PRESENT

That FLASH, turns into a strobe-like series of FLASHES. 
Michael sits at a table, alone, facing REPORTERS.   

REPORTER #1 
Is it true that you found your 
opening act..

(reviews notes)
Some band called ‘Split Decision’ 
in bar last night? 

MICHAEL
They’ll surprise you. In twenty 
years they could be where I am now.

REPORTER #2
There’s a leak on TMZ that the 
Greatest Hits liner notes are under 
seal. Any reason for that?

MICHAEL
I haven’t seen them.

REPORTER #2
But will they tell us anything?

MICHAEL
Guess you’ll have to buy the album.

REPORTER #1
Will you reveal the inspiration for 
‘Forever’ on stage tonight?

MICHAEL
We’ll see.

REPORTER #2
Michael, if this is really your 
last show. What are you gonna do?

Under a barrage of FLASHES, Michael’s expression changes. 

MICHAEL
I don’t know.

Off to the side, behind the curtain, that response pulls 
Lance’s face away from the digital wonderland in his hand. 

He fixes a look on Michael as the Reporters shout out 
questions. A note of concern on his face. Another FLASH: 
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INT. HIGH SCHOOL / LOCKERS - DAY

Kim approaches Stacy’s open locker. She pulls it wide, kisses 
Michael Jensen’s face on the photo and turns to Stacy.

KIM
Is this like the longest day ever? 
What now, you don’t read my texts? 

STACY
My mom took my phone. 

KIM
Times. Places. Plans need to be 
made. Let’s blow out at lunch and 
hit the mall. I think the occasion 
calls for new outfits. 

(dangles a credit card)
Daddy’s money. Meet me there?

Stacy looks around. No way out. She closes the locker to get 
Michael out of the picture, tugs on her backpack, nods ‘yes.’ 

INT. ERICA’S BEDROOM / BATHROOM AREA - DAY

A PLUMBER works under the sink. From a bottom dresser drawer, 
Sarah gathers a collection of photos and keepsakes of Sam.

She looks at each one, then lays them in a box. CLUNK.

Sarah jumps, her attention drawn toward the bathroom. The 
Plumber scrambles. The broken pipe spills out. Water gushes.  

He turns off the main feed. Sarah appears in the doorway.

SARAH
It can’t be fixed? 

PLUMBER
You don’t repair. You replace and 
upgrade. These pieces have done 
their time.  

Sarah nods. She packs a framed photo in the box. Sam and a 
young Sarah standing by that vintage Mustang in better times. 

SARAH
(to herself)

These have too.

She lowers the lid, seals off her memories.  
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INT. CONCERT HALL / PRESS ROOM - DAY

Lance leads Michael toward the interview set up. Lance double-
checks his palm organizer. Dennis sits quietly. Nonchalant. 

LANCE
(to Dennis)

Half-hour. Then, we’ve got a 
cutaway for a local news feed. You 
have the media packet?

Dennis raises his papers, gestures that he understands.

Lance leaves. Michael and Dennis sit in interview chairs. No 
one else around. Dennis turns on his camera, grabs a water.

DENNIS
You want something to drink?

MICHAEL
No. I’m fine.

DENNIS
Comfortable? Need anything at all?  

MICHAEL
I’m good. Thanks.

Dennis lowers into his seat, squares on Michael:

DENNIS
Tell me about Erica Walker.

Michael reacts as if he’s been struck by an electrical shock. 

MICHAEL
I’m sorry. What?

DENNIS
Erica Walker. Take your time. We’ve 
got a half hour.

Michael slips out of his chair.

MICHAEL
You better read your media packet.

DENNIS
Actually, I read it twice.  

(Michael stops; turns)
So did our lawyers.

(reads from paper)
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Can’t ask you about ‘Forever’ or 
who you wrote ‘Forever’ about or 
any kind of question relating to or 
derivative of the foregoing. 

Michael stares at him. Storm clouds in his eyes. 

DENNIS
All I want to do is talk about 
Erica Walker. Have a seat.

INT. TV STUDIO - DAY

Niles reviews footage of DJ Joey’s interview.

ON MONITOR - JOEY’S HEAD SHOT 

DJ JOEY
The secret behind ‘Forever’ is 
really a story behind the story. 

DENNIS (O.S.)
The song? Or its inspiration?

DJ JOEY
See, there was this girl...

INT. DINER - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Michael places a hand over Erica’s. She looks into his eyes.

ERICA
Where would we go?

MICHAEL
LA. Nashville. New York. You pick.

Sarah carries a tray past them. Erica turns, anxious she 
doesn’t trip. Michael sighs. Erica fumbles with his hands. 

MICHAEL
If you don’t want this. Tell me.

ERICA
I want this. I want you.

MICHAEL
Then come along. Make yourself 
happy first.

Sarah lumbers to their booth with their check. Sounds tired:
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SARAH
You guys ready?

Michael chews a guitar pick, stares into Erica’s eyes.

MICHAEL
Well, are we?

Erica’s conflicted gaze causes Michael to look away. They 
walk outside. Sarah shuts out the lights.

EXT. DINER - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Michael leans against the passenger door of a beat up car, 
his guitar and bags jammed in the back. 

Erica leads Sarah to a car across the lot. She spots Michael. 
He opens the door, gestures: Your ride awaits.

Erica helps Sarah into their car, closes the door, then walks 
over to Michael. Tears well in her eyes with each step.

ERICA
Don’t make me choose now.

Michael touches her cheek, wipes away the first falling tear.

MICHAEL
I don’t want to ‘make’ you do 
anything. I figure fresh starts 
ought to be made in the morning. 
Maybe you’ll be there for it.  

He kisses her. Tender and slow. Both hesitant to part. 

SABRINA (O.S.)
Are you ready?

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Sabrina’s voice jolts Erica back to the present. Erica aligns 
her note cards as the Board of Directors take their seats.  

ERICA
(to Sabrina)

What?

Parker enters, pumps hands. Sabrina moves behind Erica:

SABRINA
Cut to the chase quick. He’s all 
about the ‘wow’ factor. 
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ERICA
I’ve got his number.

Parker addresses the room from the podium.

PARKER
Ladies and gentlemen of the Board, 
thank you for your valuable time 
and attention here today. We’re 
extremely excited to have...

INT. HIGH SCHOOL / COMPUTER LAB - SAME TIME  

Stacy browses an alumni web page at a desktop station. 

ON SCREEN - HIGH SCHOOL YEARBOOK CLASS OF 1989

In one photo, Erica, 17, leads a class presentation.

PARKER (O.S.)
.. our senior marketing manager, 
Erica Walker show you our future. 
As we all know, in business and in 
life -- timing is everything.

INTERCUT - PARKER AT THE PODIUM

PARKER
Ms. Walker has developed, with help 
from her talented team... 

Wicked side-glance to Sabrina. Erica contains an eye roll.

PARKER
..of professionals what we believe 
will be the niche product of this 
company for decades to come. 

INTERCUT - STACY’S P.O.V. OF THE COMPUTER SCREEN

She views shots of Erica at graduation, then a college web 
site and finally a newspaper profile on Erica’s career below 
the title: Single Mother Rises To The Top.    

PARKER (O.S.)
We’re on the precipice of something 
amazing. But we must act quick and 
we must be decisive or the brass 
ring of opportunity will become the 
ghost of ‘what if.’

Erica and Sabrina both look at each other quickly on hearing 
that one. Eyebrows say it: Can you believe this guy?  
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INTERCUT - CONFERENCE ROOM  

Parker strides to his chair, nods smugly to Erica. Erica 
rises, gazes around. All eyes on her. Show time.

ERICA
Before I begin, I want to share a 
story about my life that parallels 
what we’re here today to discuss.   

Now Parker struggles to conceal an eye roll and clenches his 
fist. Sabrina fidgets, aware of the daggers coming from him.

ERICA
When I was in high school...

INTERCUT - STACY’S AT COMPUTER LAB

She views a shot of Erica and her high school classmates on 
the beach. A senior-junior volleyball game. 

Stacy peers closer. Finally, she sees a him, eyes fixed on 
Erica - the unmistakable face of Michael Jensen.

ERICA (O.S.)
...there were some decisions that 
turned out to be pretty critical. 
Decisions that might not have 
seemed so serious then, completely 
changed entire lives years later. 

INTERCUT - CONFERENCE ROOM

Parker clears his throat. LOUD. Erica pushes on. Undeterred.

ERICA
If you listen to the radio at all 
over the past twenty years, I’m 
sure you’ve heard Michael Jensen.

Erica glances out the windows. The ocean in the distance. 
WAVES CRASH.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Sarah and Erica come in with the mail. In the same clothes 
from when they left Michael in the diner parking lot.

Sarah sifts through the envelopes, holds one to Erica.

SARAH
It’s from the college.
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Erica opens it. An instant surge of happiness. Erica cups her 
hands over her mouth. The letter floats to the floor.

Sarah bends, picks it up by the rubber stopper on the base of 
her cane. She doesn’t need to read it. She beams at Erica.

SARAH
You’ll knock ‘em dead, baby.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY (PRESENT)

Erica sets down her note, reads their faces. She has them.

ERICA
..and that is how you make a ‘hit.’ 
Doesn’t matter if it’s a product or 
a song or a company. Now, let me 
show you how we get there. 

She clicks on the flat screen to begin her presentation. 

INT. HIGH SCHOOL / COMPUTER LAB - DAY

Stacy clicks past a series of unread texts from Kim on her 
phone. Touches ‘Clock.’ Almost noon. 

She gathers her backpack, ducks out a side exit.

INT. TV STUDIO - DAY

Michael chews a guitar pick, rubs his neck.

MICHAEL
Where are you going with this?

DENNIS
I’m giving you a shot to tell your 
side. I’m going with the story.

MICHAEL
Did you talk to her?

Dennis fixes a ‘you know better’ look on him.

DENNIS
Camera is rolling, Mike. Half-hour. 
You want to tell the world on your 
terms -- here’s your chance. Erica 
Walker was your high school crush 
but you shot up the charts and she 
stayed around here. 
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After ‘Take Me Away’ got you a 
record deal, you came here sixteen 
years ago while you were opening 
for Bon Jovi. She’s at college and 
the label wants a new single. You 
want to take it from there?     

Michael sits back, heaves a deep breath, after a long beat:  

MICHAEL
Yeah. I think I would.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Erica delivers the meat of her presentation. A graphic reads: 
The unique factor.  She points to a series of famous brands 
with secret ingredients, e.g. Kentucky Fried Chicken.

ERICA
..a secret. Something that makes 
you - you. We all have it. Learning 
it would never be as satisfying as 
knowing it exists. Otherwise, a 
magician’s got no show.

INT. MID-SCALE RESTAURANT - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Younger Trey, Younger Erica and Stacy at 9 look like a 
typical American family in the middle of dinner. 

YOUNGER ERICA
So, this new hotshot they brought 
in to run the company -- His name 
is Parker.  

YOUNGER TREY
Who calls their kid, Parker?

STACY AT 9
Is he nice, Ma? 

YOUNGER TREY
(suspicious eyes)

Yeah, is he... nice?

YOUNGER ERICA
Total jerk. He’s definitely NOT a 
fan of women in business. He’s all 
about a big flashy show. Just like 
he thinks he is.

The waiter brings a round of drinks. Erica gets an iced tea.  
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YOUNGER ERICA
His big mandate is that we make a 
product with a ‘secret’ ingredient. 
Something that can’t be duplicated.

Stacy gets a Coke.

YOUNGER TREY
Like Coke.

STACY AT 9
That’s funny. I just got one.

(9 year old proud)
A duplicate.

Trey gets another beer, leans forward. A man with a story.

YOUNGER TREY
Don’t you know that the recipe for 
Coke is a secret? It’s kept under 
guard at a secret location and only 
a few people in the world know it.

Stacy’s eyes go as wide as her glass. Blown away. 

YOUNGER ERICA
It’s marketing. Other places try to 
copy it and get pretty close.

STACY AT 9
Like Pepsi.

YOUNGER TREY
But no one else has it.

(mock whisper)
It’s secret. 

Stacy marvels at Trey as weaves the mystery. Erica and Trey 
can read her obvious fascination with the concept.

STACY AT 9
It would be cool to have a secret.

YOUNGER TREY
In a secret location. Under lock 
and key.

Erica nudges his elbow, tries to back down Trey’s enthusiasm.

YOUNGER ERICA
But it’s really important to not 
keep certain types of secrets.
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Trey catches on, nods but winks at Stacy again as he sips his 
beer. Wheels already spinning.

STACY AT 9
Like what?

YOUNGER ERICA
As you get older, you might like 
somebody in your class. A boy.

STACY AT 9
Gross!

YOUNGER ERICA
I said, older. And you might not 
want to tell me you do. That would 
be a secret you could keep. But 
there’s other things, like if 
someone ever hurt you or tried to 
take you in a car. Those things you 
never keep secret. 

The magic has worn off and now the glazed look of listening 
to a parent has replaced the wonder in Stacy’s expression.

STACY AT 9
Life’s complicated.

Erica sighs. Trey swirls his beer, rallies.

YOUNGER TREY
Back to the secret. How about after 
ice cream, we stop at the shop on 
the way home and I pick up a couple 
of things. When we get home, you 
and me will hit the garage and see 
what we can do about making...

(intentional whisper)
... a secret keeping spot.

Big smile from Stacy. Erica stokes Trey’s arm.

YOUNGER ERICA
You know that Coke secret is the 
most valuable thing it has. 

YOUNGER TREY
Oh, I know. It’s gotta stay a 
secret or it’s game over.

YOUNGER ERICA
You know I’m not talking about...
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YOUNGER TREY
Coke? Yeah. I know.

Now, Trey winks at Erica. She smiles. Grateful and full of 
warmth. She kisses his cheek and checks out the dessert menu. 

Trey polishes off his beer. Looks at them. A mixture of 
heartache and happiness. His gaze shifts to a hot Waitress, 
his age, as she approaches. She grins at Trey. Flirtacious. 

Her message: ‘I’ll be cool around them.’ He winks at her.

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - DAY (PRESENT)

Michael and his band burn through ‘Take Me Away’ to an empty 
auditorium. The stage crews finalizes the lights and sound.

With a few bars left, Lance waves Michael off stage. Michael 
ends the song a few beats early, unstraps his guitar.

Michael meets Lance behind the speakers. Both animated. 

LANCE
What the hell happened in there?

MICHAEL
Who told him about her?

LANCE
You! And apparently you don’t know 
when to shut up.

MICHAEL
I’m not your puppet, Lance.

LANCE
But you do pay me to make you move, 
Michael Jensen - Rockstar. You said 
you’d do everything you could to 
make this the biggest seller yet. 
This is part of it. 

MICHAEL
Not anymore. I’m done.

Lance leads him backstage where a wall-size album backdrop 
stands. Michael stands under his larger than life image.

LANCE
This gets out, you are done. No one 
is gonna buy the new album if 
they’re not getting something new.
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MICHAEL
Then no one buys it. I don’t care.

Lance knocks his knuckles on Michael’s face on the backdrop.

LANCE
I don’t care about you. Michael 
Jensen Inc. can’t NOT care. 

INT. TV STUDIO / EDITING ROOM - DAY

Dennis reviews footage. A crew uploads graphics. Energized.

MICHAEL (ON VIDEO)
(filtered throughout)

‘Forever’ would have been more 
uptempo than ‘Take Me Away’ A 
rocker. She brought the real song 
out... completed it.

DENNIS (ON VIDEO)
People tell me there was a kind of 
reunion a few years later.

MICHAEL (ON VIDEO)
Let’s stick to the song.

DENNIS (O.S.) (ON VIDEO)
I think that night has something to 
do with it.

Michael vaults out of his chair.

MICHAEL (ON VIDEO)
We’re not going there.

Dennis holds up his hands, gestures for Michael to sit.

DENNIS 
(to his crew)

Watch this. We’ve gotta crop in on 
his eyes here. Watch.

DENNIS (ON VIDEO)
You went back one night. What was 
different?

Michael chews a guitar pick, looks at his media packet. 

MICHAEL (ON VIDEO)
What wasn’t?

MUSIC seeps up from --
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INT. TOUR BUS - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

A boom box. Party in progress. Band members, roadies, crew 
and groupies. Michael navigates a path through the decadence.

EXT. TOUR BUS - MOMENTS LATER (STILL IN FLASHBACK)

Michael exits the bus. A Younger Lance, leans against a mid-
level car. Michael slows upon seeing him. This guy again.

MICHAEL
You don’t give up, do you?

LANCE
Tell me how and I’ll try. Or sign 
with me and I won’t have to. 

MICHAEL
Get me a ride out of here and I’ll 
consider it.

Without missing a beat, Lance offers his keys.

LANCE
Take it.

MICHAEL
Your car? I might never come back.

LANCE
I’ve been trying to get you to 
trust me for months now. You think 
I don’t trust you? Go ahead, take 
it. No strings attached. 

Michael takes the keys, holds a look on Younger Lance. 
Clearly impressed but not quite sure of how to express it.

MICHAEL (O.S.)
(telling Dennis)

I didn’t know who to trust at 
first. This business..kills. But I 
had to get away to get my bearings.

INT. LANCE’S CAR - NIGHT (STILL IN FLASHBACK)

Michael drives.

MICHAEL
(sings to himself)

It ain’t just up to me. It ain’t 
just... up to me.
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MICHAEL (O.S.)
(telling Dennis)

It was the first time I was 
anywhere close to this area since 
it all started.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY (PRESENT)

Erica takes a sip of water during her presentation.

ERICA
The way we’re perceived by the 
public affects every aspect of our 
future. Let me show you how one 
small ripple causes a chain of 
negative results. 

She clicks off her chart, the digital screen cuts to BLACK.  

EXT. COLLEGE CAMPUS - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica walks toward the laundry room. Her appearance is  
different. She’s dressed in darker, more provocative clothes. 

She’s bleached in a wild shock of blonde into her dark hair. 
She smokes. An intentional rebel.  

She’s alone and enters the bright room with no laundry.

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

DJ Joey delivers his trademark delivery from a RADIO. 

DJ JOEY (O.S.)
(filtered; radio)

..just got word that the Bon Jovi 
tour extended the dates for its 
opening act, yeah, you heard him 
here first, Michael Jensen, and..

Erica walks directly to the radio, turns it off. Customers 
turn heads. One in particular, CURTIS, 19. Bad news.  

ERICA
Splittin’ headache here. Deal with 
it, people.

Erica snuffs her cigarette by the change machine. She 
lingers, sneaks glances over her shoulder. Discreet. 
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She works a device on the side of the change machine. After a 
twist and a turn -- it pops open. Cash inside.

INT. LANCE’S CAR - NIGHT (STILL IN FLASHBACK)

Michael, stopped for gas at Walker’s garage. Younger Trey 
strides to the window.

TREY
Look who it is. I thought you were 
on tour. DJ Joey was just saying.    

MICHAEL
Played Philly tonight. Buses don’t 
leave ‘til ten tomorrow. 

TREY
Well, you sure as hell ain’t back 
here to see me.

MICHAEL
Is there anything to see? 

TREY
Beats me. I haven’t seen anything 
for a while.

Gas pumped. Trey snaps on the gas cap. Michael unfurls cash.

MICHAEL
How much we talking?

Michael hands him some bills.

TREY
Gas is expensive, man. Getting so 
high nobody is gonna go anywhere. 

MICHAEL
People will pay. I’m sure people 
stop in here all the time, just to 
ask for directions.

Michael hands over a set of bills. Trey’s grin widens. 

TREY
Directions don’t matter much if 
there’s nothing to see when you get 
there. I’m telling ya, there’s 
nothing around here and I ain’t 
seen anything in a long time. 

Michael offers a last bill. Trey looks at him. Accepts it.
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MICHAEL
I’ll take my chances.

INT. LAUNDRY ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica extracts bills from the cracked open change machine, 
jams them in her jeans. Curtis appears out of nowhere.

CURTIS
Whatcha got there?

ERICA
Nothin’ for you.

EXT. LIQUOR STORE - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica exits with a bottle in a brown bag. RAIN falls. Erica 
walks toward the campus. Curtis appears.

Erica hurries her steps, checks over her shoulder. Curtis 
hurries as well. Looks like two people caught in the rain.

Erica breaks into a run. Curtis does too.

EXT. PARK NEAR CAMPUS - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica coughs, tries to keep running but slows. Curtis gains, 
finally tackles her. He has her pinned against the wet grass. 

Curtis lays on top of her, his hands working low. Erica 
twists and turns but she’s powerless against his aggression.

CURTIS
Nothin’ for me. Huh? Oh, you got 
somethin’. I’m gettin’ something.

Curtis battles her, looks up to check for witnesses. Two 
umbrellas appear. People approaching. 

Curtis moves his hands from Erica’s belt to her jean pocket. 
He digs in, rips out the cash she had stuffed in, rises.    

Erica turns her head, a droplet of rain DRIPS off her nose. 
Mud by her face. Curtis races off into the darkness.

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Rain continues to pound outside. Erica trudges in with her 
bottle, caked in mud. She peels off her wet clothes.
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Her jacket accidentally hits the answering machine. BEEP.

SARAH (O.S.)
(on machine)

Thought I’d try again since I never 
seem to catch you. Must be doing a 
lot of studying out of your room.

BEEP.

TREY (O.S.)
Next time you come home, stop by 
The Gaslight, we’ll...

But Erica yanks the cord from the wall, lights a cigarette. 
Her hands shake. She uncaps the liquor, tilts it to her lips.

INT. LANCE’S CAR - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Michael drives through the rain, taps a beat on the steering 
wheel, chews a guitar pick.

MICHAEL
It ain’t just up to me. Part of me 
left when I left you.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY (PRESENT)

Erica commands the room. Parker squirms.  

ERICA
If we deliver an inferior product, 
we weaken our trademark and repeat 
sales will dwindle. I captured 
sales figures from ten years ago 
when I took this position. We were 
firmly positioned at the bottom.

INT. TV STUDIO - DAY

Niles and a technical crew edit footage of Caroline going 
through scrapbooks in her mobile home. Dennis sits with her. 
They upload her graphic: Caroline - Family Friend.

CAROLINE
Here’s one I took at his 20th 
birthday. All of the waitresses 
went in on a cake for him. 

FLASH - A shot of Erica and Michael blowing out the candles.
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DENNIS
What about later? What do you have 
from when Erica was in college?

Caroline turns pages.

CAROLINE
Here’s Sarah taking her to college.

FLASH - Proud Sarah trails Erica into a dormitory.

DENNIS
What’s that? The booklet.

Caroline reviews it. Her hand quivers.  

CAROLINE
It’s a poem Erica wrote. But it 
didn’t end up anywhere. I remember 
Sarah didn’t want it so I must have 
stuck it with some pictures.   

Caroline turns the page but Dennis reaches for it.

DENNIS
Erica wrote poetry?

CAROLINE
She wrote lots of stuff. She’s 
always been creative and driven. 

Dennis reviews it. Digits click into place behind nods.

DENNIS
Sarah didn’t want it? 

Caroline waves her hand, lights a fresh cigarette.

CAROLINE
Couldn’t store it. Didn’t have a 
place for it. I can’t remember. We 
all can’t keep everything, ya know?

Dennis holds a look on her. Quiet realization in his eyes. 

DENNIS
I know.

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica’s bottle nears empty. She roams, wobbly. She trips on 
things and that sets her off. She starts throwing books.
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INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY (PRESENT)

Erica distributes glossy booklets to the Board with a firm, 
self-assured hand as she continues her presentation. 

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Erica throws books at the wall. One breaks her wall mirror. 

She stares at her broken image, sinks with her back against 
the wall, drinks the last of the bottle, tosses it aside. 

The last remnants of alcohol DRIP from the bottle.

EXT. COLLEGE CAMPUS - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

Rain. Michael exits his car, stops someone hurrying past. 

MICHAEL
I’m lost. Can you help me?

INT. MALL / MUSIC STORE - DAY (PRESENT)

Stacy pours through the Michael Jensen bin, examines every 
CD’s liner notes. She runs her fingers over track listings 
we’ve come to know: ‘Forever’ ‘Take Me Away.’ MUSIC under --

INT. TAYLOR’S SUV - DAY

MUSIC blasts. Kim and Taylor troll the mall parking lot. Kim 
works her phone while Taylor drives and scopes the cafes.

KIM
Where the hell is Stacy?

TAYLOR
You think her Mom went psycho on 
her? She like, never hangs out.

KIM
(texting)

She has the passes. You think I’d 
go to this much trouble over her? 

TAYLOR
Whatever, K. Get over yourself.

Taylor smiles and waves at several girls that loiter at the 
cafes. A man in his kingdom. Kim texts with frantic urgency.
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KIM
I have to get to that concert.

TAYLOR
You really think she’d take you 
over me? 

Taylor pulls up to his Hollister clones. They punch knuckles 
with Troy. Kim sulks. 

INT. MALL / MUSIC STORE - SAME TIME  

Stacy texts over a Michael Jensen CD cover. On the screen: 
MOM R THINGS GOIN’ OK?

She scrolls up: Blanket Texts from Kim: VIP Passes MUST be 
found. Stacy closes it, validation on her bitter face. 

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - SAME TIME  

Erica closes her presentation. The Board of Directors close 
their booklets. Erica puts up a graphic with bullet points.    

ERICA
In closing...

Parker nods for Sabrina to step outside. Sabrina nods a quick 
‘no’ but Parker only nods more insistent. They step out. 

Everyone notices. Erica sees them through the glass doors.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / OUTSIDE CONFERERNCE ROOM - SAME TIME  

PARKER
Be ready to step up.

SABRINA
What makes you think she hasn’t 
sold them? That was killer.

PARKER
I didn’t set this up to end up 
looking bad. You wanted your shot, 
I’m giving it you.

SABRINA
You’ll back me up?

PARKER
Let’s see what you’ve got.
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Parker opens the door to re-enter but as it opens it becomes-- 

INT. DORM HALLWAY - NIGHT (FLASHBACK)

The doorway to a strip of rooms. Message boards on each door. 
Rain DRIPS off Michael’s face as he stops outside a room.  

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - SAME TIME  

Erica’s make up is smeared. She lays on the floor. Literally 
could not be any lower. She picks at the carpet fibers.

ERICA
(sings to herself)

I need to believe that we can...

Her singing is cut off by a brisk KNOCK. She stares at the 
light under the door. Someone clearly standing outside. She 
clutches a comforter, pulls it, as if to hide under it.

MICHAEL (O.S.)
(calling in)

Erica. It’s Michael.

The sound of his voice freezes her. 

INT. DORM HALLWAY - SAME TIME  

Michael leans against the door, strains to listen inside.

MICHAEL
Guy downstairs said he saw you come 
in. I know you might not want to 
see me but I just drove four hours 
to tell you why I left like I did.

INTERCUT - ERICA INSIDE

Sheds the comforter, rises, sees her broken image in the 
shattered mirror. She walks forward.

INTERCUT - MICHAEL OUTSIDE

MICHAEL
B4 - you loved that track on the 
jukebox. I’ll never forget what you 
said then - maybe I’d be surprised 
at what girls do. All I’m saying.

INTERCUT - ERICA INSIDE
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She walks deliberately toward the door.  

INTERCUT - MICHAEL OUTSIDE

Michael waits. Nothing. He lifts the marker to write on the 
message board. As he starts to write - the door opens.

Michael and Erica both wet and looking tired and lost stand 
and stare at each other, both faces turning years of emotion. 

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - MOMENTS LATER

Michael wipes a tear and smudged makeup from Erica’s face. 
She retracts from his touch, backs into her cocoon. 

Michael advances, his look changing to one of gentle resolve. 
MUSIC starts to swell under. Erica turns away but Michael 
stops her, pulls her close and holds her in a deep embrace.

Erica’s arms stay at her sides but as Michael’s warmth 
extends, the frost melts and her arms circle around his back.  

Outside, rain intensifies. LIGHTNING and THUNDER crack. 
Storms of emotions rage inside as Michael and Erica search 
for answers in each other’s eyes. A storm rages outside also.

Michael pulls back, probes from a kiss. Erica’s head tilts 
back, part alcohol, part refusal.

Erica continues to hold Michael. Sagging eyes struggling to 
stay open. Michael carries her to the bed.

He pulls the comforter over. The LIGHTNING brings a strobe-
like effect to his face as he leans close to her face.        

MICHAEL
(soft and tender)

I’m here. Now is what matters.

Erica blinks, gazes into his eyes. Michael pulls the 
comforter over them, brings the room to DARKNESS.

INT. WROX / DJ JOEY’S OFFICE - DAY (PRESENT)

DJ Joey taps his check against his desk. Clearly bothered. He 
pulls on his VIP lanyard. Niles waits by his door.   

NILES
Not having second thoughts I hope, 
Mr. Madden? 
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DJ JOEY
She might not even show up. 

NILES
But if she does you’ll be ready?

DJ JOEY
Ready as I’ll ever be. 

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Parker steps up after the Board of Directors applaud Erica’s 
concluding words. She nods. Genuine and appreciative.

PARKER
Before we put the launch to a vote, 
I’m told we have a last minute 
adjustment by a rising star in this 
department, Sabrina Kress.  

Erica’s eyes dart around. ‘WTF?’

Sabrina rises. Her ‘take charge’ demeanor gone. 

SABRINA
There’s always two sides to a story 
and more than one solution to a 
problem. Much of what you’ve just 
seen is based on what we know...

Parker stands beside her, rallies positive energy.

PARKER
But what makes good products, 
great? What we don’t yet know. Tell 
them about the Andersen numbers.

Erica lowers her eyes, grits her teeth. Can’t believe this.

EXT. WALKER’S GARAGE - DAY  

Sarah steps off the bus. She looks at the weathered station 
with the detached look of someone who has moved on. Garret 
emerges from one of the car bays, wipes his fingers. 

GARRET
Can I help you?

SARAH
A long time ago I taped the keys to 
my husband’s car under a safe in 
the basement. Would you get them? 
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GARRET
I can get the keys if they’re 
there. But there’s no car here.

SARAH
I have it stored somewhere. I’ll 
need a ride too. It’s for my 
granddaughter. I’ll pay you for 
your time.

Sarah holds up a checkbook. Garret looks her over.

GARRET
Who was your husband?

Sarah points to the sign above him.

SARAH
Sam Walker. He opened this place.

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - NIGHT

MUSIC BLASTS! Split Decision charge through a sound check. 
Nick plays guitar, belts out a song with vibrant passion. 

Lance watches from the front row. Intrigued.

INT. COLLEGE LIBRARY - DAY 

Dennis scans a college literary magazine with a portable 
device. It reads and uploads images of Erica’s poetry.  

INSERT - VIDEO OF A COLLEGE PROFESSOR TALKING HEAD

A graphic tells us: Former College professor:

COLLEGE PROFESSOR (ON VIDEO)
Yeah, I remember when that song 
came out. There was something that 
felt...familiar. Like I’d heard it 
before. Never put it together.    

INT. CONCERT HALL / DRESSING ROOM - DAY

Muffled MUSIC. Split Decision completes their sound check. 
Michael looks over a set list: At the bottom: Forever? 

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / CONFERENCE ROOM - DAY

Sabrina struggles to pull up a graphic. She zips through a 
series of files on the table. One of them drops to the floor. 
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She bends down to scoop it up. Erica grabs it first. 
Sabrina’s eyes plead. Erica offers it to her.

SABRINA
(whisper)

I thought I had it. 
(to the Board)

I think the Andersen numbers, while 
impressive, might be misleading. I 
don’t think it’s worth your time.

PARKER
Ms. Kress. We talked about this.

SABRINA
I’m sorry. 

CHAIRMAN
Parker, I’ve seen enough. We 
founded this company to lead and 
Ms. Walker’s plan exemplifies that 
leadership calls for difficult 
choices in times of crisis. We’ll 
nix the launch and allow another 
week to get our best effort ready.  

Parker’s jaw hangs open. He lifts a finger to rebut. 

CHAIRMAN
I think we’re finished. Ms. Walker, 
thanks for your diligence and 
patience. Join us for dinner?  

Erica smiles, shakes the Chairman’s hand.

ERICA
I’m sorry. I have a previous 
commitment. If you’ll excuse me, I 
have something I have to do.

INT. OFFICE BUILDING / WOMEN’S ROOM - DAY

Erica emerges from a stall, changed out of her work clothes 
and looking like she’s ready to hit a rock concert.

She checks herself in the mirror, exhales. Big day. The 
weight of it evident. She runs water, shuts it off.  

INT. ERICA’S DORM ROOM - DAWN (FLASHBACK)

DRIP. A trickle of water falls from a leak in the window. 
Erica stirs in a tangle of sheets, naked underneath.  
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Her eyes open as a SPLAT of water lands not far from her 
head. Still pouring rain outside. 

Erica turns onto her back, surveys the room. Only now her 
face starts to contort. Worry mixed with anxiety and guilt. 

She clutches the comforter around her and rises. The 
reflection she sees in the broken mirror isn’t flattering.

She strokes the empty area where another pillow is dented. 
Beside it, the remnant of her night. A chewed guitar pick.

Erica turns it over in her fingers. She watches droplets of 
rain dance down the window and dissipate into nothing.

EXT. BLEAKER STREET - DUSK

Trey parks, eyes the modest house. The Blonde Guy, BUTCH, 60, 
Trey’s Dad, opens the door. 

BUTCH
Wanna come in?

TREY
Doing anything?

BUTCH
Nah. The Mets are on. 

Trey’s Dad dips back inside, leaves the door ajar. Trey looks 
down the street that lives up to its name, trudges inside.

INT. BLEAKER STREET HOUSE - MINUTES LATER

Trey and his father react to a bad play by the Mets on the 
television. Beers in front of them. 

BUTCH
That could’ve been you out there. 
You could turn that sacrifice.

Notion of the ‘last straw.’ Trey crushes his empty beer can.

TREY
Here we go. This is why I never 
come over. 

BUTCH
You don’t wanna face the truth.
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TREY
Yeah, that my Dad never forgave me 
for taking away any shot you had at 
fame and fortune. Sorry I let you 
down, Dad. But you still have all 
this.

Trey extends his arms. Butch’s face grows dark. 

BUTCH
You never shoulda married her.

TREY
You’re all about the ‘shouldas’ 
Dad. Man up, will ya?  

But Butch’s face has gone from dark to despondent. The 
default connection switches on and auto-drink takes over.  

BUTCH
I watched the video of you at State 
Championships last week.

TREY
I can’t listen to this again.

Trey grabs his keys. Butch completes his lines. Trey’s heard 
it before because he’s out the door half-way through.

BUTCH
You had the world at your feet 
senior year. Scouts were talking to 
me about scholarships and some pros 
were even showing interest.

(SLAM; Trey’s gone)
But you had to go and tether 
yourself to this town with her.

And that lonely, glazed alcohol look bounces off the 
projection of the Mets players on the television screen. 

EXT. MALL / BUS STOP - DUSK

Stacy bounces on her feet. Anxious. She keeps looking for a 
bus.Breathless, Kim appears and gets in Stacy’s face.

KIM
What is up with you? I’ve been all 
over the place looking for you.

STACY
For me? Or the passes?
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KIM
Whatever. Desperate times. 

STACY
Yeah. I’m not desperate.

KIM
Really? You wanted to run with me  
so bad, you were like a puppy.

Kim texts while she talks, even grins at an incoming message. 

STACY
I have something I have to do.

KIM
Yeah. And let’s get to it. 

STACY
I’m not going to the show with you.

KIM
Ex-squeeze you? What’s going on? 

STACY
Can I not talk to you right now?

KIM
Uh - no. We’ve got to get to the 
concert and you’re my VIP.

STACY
Uh - no, I’m not. 

Stacy speed walks away. Kim refuses to degrade herself to 
keeping up with anybody. She takes a stand, calls after her:

KIM
You are so gonna regret this. I 
will destroy you. 

EXT. MALL PARKING LOT - MOMENTS LATER

Stacy wipes away a tear, marches forward to just get away. An 
SUV cruises behind her. Stacy looks, changes direction.

The SUV changes direction as well, trails her. Stacy breaks 
into a jog, into the dark part of the lot.

The SUV accelerates, cuts its lights and jolts to a stop in 
front of her. Taylor hops out. Cocky and smooth. 
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Stacy reverses direction but Taylor clutches her, pins her 
against his SUV like they were goofing around on a date.

TAYLOR
We never got to finish the other 
night. Maybe after the show..

STACY
It’s not gonna happen.

Taylor’s eyes turn dark. Rejection is foreign to him.

TAYLOR
So maybe I’ll just go myself.

He gropes her jeans, fingers probing for the passes. She 
struggles against him, fights off his hands. 

STACY
Stop or I’ll scream.

TAYLOR
Do you know who I am? My Dad’s name 
will crush whatever story you try 
to make up.

He tugs. Hard. Stacy yells. The headlights of car in the 
distance turn their direction. Taylor adjusts, makes it look 
like they’re about to kiss. He leans in with vengeance.

TAYLOR
They ask any questions about what I 
was doing, make a smart choice. 

She struggles free, waves at the headlights.  

STACY
Namma?

Garret pulls a vintage 1970 Mustang through the parking lot. 
Sarah waves out the window to Stacy’s disbelieving eyes.

TAYLOR
What’s the deal? You hook up with 
Mustang grease monkey over there? 
That why you left the party?

Taylor waves her off, climbs in his SUV, squeals away. Stacy 
walks toward the Mustang. Fast and determined. 

INT. MUSTANG - DUSK

Stacy climbs in back, gawks at Sarah and Garret in the front.
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SARAH
Your friend, Kim - is it? She said 
you might be here. The school said 
you missed your afternoon classes. 

STACY
Namma. Not now. What’s going on?

Garret drives. Sarah turns in her seat. 

SARAH
I have to get you home. Your Mom is 
on her way. 

STACY
(eyes dash to Garret)

You know Garret? Didn’t you just 
graduate like last year?

SARAH
I’ve been cleaning out some of my 
things at the house. I was going to  
give you an early birthday present. 
Now, I’m not so sure. 

Garret flicks his eyes to the rear view. 

STACY
Okay...

SARAH
You’re riding in it.  

STACY
What?

GARRET
It’s a sweet car. Runs great.

STACY
OMG, Namma. Really?

Stacy clutches her arms around Sarah from behind the seat.

SARAH
Not if you’re cutting school. No 
way. But some things have to get 
resolved tonight and you’ve got to 
get to that show.

STACY
What things?
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SARAH
I’ll let your Mom tell you. 

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE - NIGHT

Michael watches Split Decision wow the audience. He chews a 
guitar pick, stands behind a curtain, out of view.  

On the stage, right in front of him, it looks like the circle 
is complete. Michael watches a group that very much looks 
like him and his band twenty years ago at The Gaslight.

Michael stands alone, lifts his guitar, heads past the 
dressing room with his name on the door. 

INT. CONCERT HALL / SUPPLY ROOM - NIGHT

Michael puts the finishing touches on “Now Is What Matters.” 
He works the frets, sings to himself. A true smile appears.

Stacks of bathroom and concession supples surround him. 
Simply a larger version of the liquor room at The Gaslight.

MICHAEL
(sings accapella)

Now is what matters.

He grabs his guitar, heads toward the stage area.

EXT. ERICA’S HOUSE - NIGHT

Garret pulls the Mustang into the driveway. Erica stands 
outside her car. Stunned. Sarah exits. Stacy bounces out.

STACY
The first band is already on. We’ve 
gotta leave now! 

ERICA
Who is this? Why is Dad’s car...?

Stacy pushes Erica into the driver’s seat of her car.  

STACY
While we drive. Keep it moving. 

ERICA
But --

STACY
-- We’ve got to go!!
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INT. ERICA’S CAR - NIGHT

Erica drives. Stacy tunes in WROX. The MUSIC Michael heard at 
Shooters Tavern from Split Decision fills the airwaves.

STACY
OMG. We’re never gonna make it.

ERICA
Before we get there, I need to tell 
you some things.

STACY
(beat; blurts)

I saw the way he looked at you.

ERICA
(honestly dumbfounded)

What are you talking about?

STACY
Michael. I may have blown off a 
class or two and looked up some 
stuff in the computer lab.  

ERICA
What did you find?

STACY
Yearbook stuff. There’s a picture 
where this volleyball game is going 
on and there’s like tons of people 
goofing around and he’s just 
standing there, looking at you like 
there was no one else in the world.

Erica’s eyes flick between the clock, the road and Stacy. 

ERICA
At the beach.

STACY
Yeah. And I read about your poetry. 

ERICA
What about it? I told you I wrote.

STACY
You didn’t tell me everything. 

Erica sees the traffic light turn yellow. She accelerates. 

It switches to red before she reaches the intersection. She 
blows through the red light, checks her mirrors for cops. 
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ERICA
The song.

STACY
At the music store in the mall, I 
saw this import with different 
liner notes. It had the lyrics...

ERICA
Wait. You were at the music store?

STACY
You’re gonna find out anyway. I cut 
school after the computer lab. 

ERICA
Oh my God, Stacy! 

STACY
I’m fine. Alright? Nothing bad 
happened. I had to know some things 
and you -- weren’t around. 

ERICA
You honestly couldn’t wait?

STACY
You honestly still haven’t told me 
everything. Now, we’ll never make 
the show and any second now, work 
will call and I’ll have to wait -- 
again.   

Erica accelerates. Determination in her eyes.

ERICA
You’ll understand soon enough.

Stacy holds a look on her, unrelenting.

STACY
The song or the poem. What came 
first?

Erica drives fast and focuses on the road but her voice seems 
hypnotic, like she’s mentally transporting to the time. 

ERICA
At that beach, Michael almost 
drowned once when I was with him. 

STACY
Oh, God. Really?
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Headlights veer at them. Light hits their faces as we -- 

FLASH CUT

To Erica helping Michael to the beach. The lyrics at birth.  

ERICA (O.S.)
Really. But the strange thing is, a 
few years later, he was there to 
save me from drowning. 

FLASH CUT

To Michael, kicking the alcohol out of the way and clearing a 
spot for Erica on the bed in her dorm.

HONK! Brings Erica’s focus to the road, avoids a collision.  
FLASH CUT back to:

Headlights of a car, SCREECHING to a halt as Erica blows 
through another light. 

ERICA
I wrote out the words we spoke to 
each other from those times and 
used it to try and bring closure to 
why he left me. Twice. 

STACY
Maybe that’s why he sent the 
passes.

(holds the note)
So he could explain. 

Erica glances over, sees ‘Forever #1’ inside a heart on the 
page. She blows straight past an exit marked ‘Arena.’ 

STACY
Mom! Mom, you messed up!

Erica turns to her, drives a bit faster.

STACY
You were supposed to turn back 
there. The first band just ended.

ERICA
There’s time. I want to show you 
something first. At the beach.
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EXT. BEACH - NIGHT 

They stand at the top of a dune. Erica points her finger in a 
triangle, diagraming her past under the moonlight:

ERICA
There’s where that yearbook shot 
was taken, there’s where he almost 
drowned.

(points down)
And here’s where it all started.

Erica brushes sand from the weathered carving of ‘Forever #1’ 
inside a heart. Stacy gasps.

STACY
So, wait. 

(slow build to excited)
Michael Jensen sings ‘Forever’ 
about you? Mom, this is huge. 

Erica’s fingers linger over the carved wood.    

ERICA
After he left that second time, I 
wondered if he’d claim it.

STACY
But he’s kept it this big secret.

ERICA
Me too.

Stacy’s cell ALARM lights. She pulls her mother away. 

STACY
He’s about to go on.

MUSIC bleeds up as they dash to the car.  The moon, like a 
spotlight looms over the horizon. Then --

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - NIGHT  

MUSIC SURGES. An orange spotlight holds on a vacant 
microphone stand. Michael steps up to wild CHEERS, sings:

MICHAEL
This is gonna be a night to 
remember. You guys ready?

CHEERS. The crowd goes crazy.
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INT. ERICA’S CAR - NIGHT

A homemade recording of Michael Jensen’s MUSIC on raw 
acoustic guitar. Erica pushes ‘eject’ on the car CD deck. 

ERICA
We made that demo the night before 
he left. 

Michael’s real voice and MUSIC fills the airwaves.   

STACY
Namma stopped you from going with 
him?

ERICA
No. I went the next morning to tell 
him that I was accepted into 
college, but he was already gone.

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE - NIGHT

The concert continues on the RADIO. Sarah gathers a box 
filled with photos from her life with Sam. She carries them 
down the steps, a peaceful look on her face.

She disposes of her past in the trash can, caps the lid. 

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / KITCHEN - NIGHT

Sarah reviews an open newspaper. Advertisements for adult 
enrichment classes. A few are circled. She selects another.

She fixes a cup of tea and rearranges photos of Erica and 
Stacy. She looks and acts lighter. Happier. An anchor lifted.

INT. ERICA’S CAR - SAME TIME  

The radio continues the MUSIC as Erica pulls into the concert 
hall parking lot. The marquee reads: Tonight-Michael Jensen.

Erica turns off the radio. Stacy breaks an awkward silence.

STACY
When he came back and found you at 
college, what happened?

Erica dabs her eyes. 

ERICA
We were only together one night. 
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Erica struggles for words. Stacy pulls out the VIP passes.

STACY
Maybe we should go in.

Erica tugs her back, looks her straight in the eye.  

ERICA
If we meet him ... The way people 
are now isn’t the way they always 
were. Certain things I’ve done, I’m 
not proud of...  

STACY
..Mom, I know why you worry about 
me. It means a lot, even though I’m 
a jerk about it sometimes.

Erica strokes her cheek, smiles at her innocence.

ERICA
What I said before? About choices.

Stacy glances sideways, fidgets.

STACY
Please, Mom. We have all night.

Erica cups Stacy’s face in her hands:

ERICA
I got my job because I went to 
college. That’s where I met your 
father and even though that didn’t 
work out, I wouldn’t change 
anything that happened -- because 
Namma and I wouldn’t have you.

STACY
(flashes the tickets)

The show? It’s kind of a big deal.

INT. CONCERT HALL / RECORDING BOOTH - NIGHT

Dennis approaches Niles. A cameraman captures Michael on 
stage. He appears on the monitors behind them.  

DENNIS
Niles, I’ve got it. Missing piece. 
Erica Walker’s poem from college. 
You better get me prime time.
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NILES
When was their one night
at college?

DENNIS
Sixteen years ago. She could be.

NILES
Are they here?

DENNIS
Not yet. I’ve got Joey and a 
cameraman back stage. 

Niles watches the monitors. Clear excitement on his face. 

NILES
You capture that reunion, you’ve 
got yourself an exclusive.

Michael Jensen delivers a rousing concert for the packed 
house. MUSIC gets everyone on their feet. 

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - NIGHT

MUSIC. Michael’s performance draws wild CHEERS. Erica and 
Stacy push through the crowd. ‘Forever’ soars to its climax.

INT. WALKER’S GARAGE - NIGHT

Trey listens to the concert on a boom box. He’s alone. A man 
with his own shop, tinkering on a junk car. 

He wipes his hands, polishes off a beer, tosses it into the 
recycling bin. It holds a long night’s worth of drinking.  

INT. ERICA’S HOUSE / STACY’S ROOM - - NIGHT

Sarah opens the private compartment of Stacy’s box. Michael 
Jensen’s ‘Forever’ PLAYS on the radio. 

As she pulls back the flap, we see it’s a photo of young 
Michael Jensen and Erica at the diner.

Sarah brushes a finger over her daughter’s face, smiles, then 
places it in Stacy’s secret compartment.

She turns the screwdriver to seal the secret, leaves the mess 
around her undisturbed.
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INT. CONCERT HALL / RECORDING BOOTH - NIGHT

Niles watches the end of ‘Forever’ on the bank of monitors. 
The song brings a feverish reaction from the crowd.

Michael acknowledges the ROAR, steps toward the microphone.

NILES
(to cameraman)

Get ready. Close ups, Cameras Two 
and Three. Four be ready on the 
front row.  

INT. CONCERT HALL STAGE - SAME TIME  

Michael scopes the front row, then dashes off stage. The 
stage plunges to darkness as the crowd SCREAMS for an encore. 

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE - NIGHT

Michael stands against the wall, wipes sweat from his 
forehead. He seems to drink in the CROWD ROAR one last time.   

INT. CONCERT HALL / PRESS ROOM - SAME TIME  

Crew rip down the WROX banners. Lance works the phones.

LANCE
(into phone)

We’re sealing bids after midnight 
so I need your best distribution 
offer. The first five thousand 
‘final concert’ DVDs will include a 
chewed guitar pick. 

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE AREA - NIGHT

DJ Joey scopes out the people milling around, looking for 
someone. The BUZZ builds as Michael nears the area. 

A cameraman that we recognize from Niles’ crew appears. 
Dennis looms by the dressing room. 

DJ Joey breaks into a grin as Michael approaches. Michael 
walks toward him. Smiles wide. They embrace like old friends.

MICHAEL
You’ve got two minutes. Wow me.
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DJ JOEY
Great show, man. Looked like you 
thought about doing it. 

MICHAEL
Not now. Watch my back, okay?

DJ Joey nods, caught off guard. He swallows hard as Michael 
pats his back with confidence and moves toward a roped off 
area where VIP people wait for their chance to meet a star.

DJ Joey watches Dennis move toward that area as well. Dennis 
waves his cameraman to capture Michael meeting people.

Lance grabs Michael before he gets close to his fans.

LANCE
That’s it, Michael. Last live show. 
You’re worth so much more if you 
never take the stage again.

Michael just looks at him - he’s just a meal ticket to Lance.

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE ALLEY - SAME TIME  

DJ Joey spots someone heading toward the roped off area: It’s 
Erica and Stacy. DJ Joey sees Michael, unaware of them. 

He takes his check out, tosses it in the trash, waves to 
Dennis. Dennis signals his cameraman. They approach Joey.

DJ JOEY
They’re here. They’re planning to 
meet Michael in the locker room 
after he finishes here. I’ll take 
you back and get you in position 
before I bring them in. 

DJ Joey watches Michael move in the opposite direction, 
drawing closer to where Erica and Stacy are positioned. He 
waves Dennis and the cameraman into an empty locker room. 

INT. CONCERT HALL / BACKSTAGE - MOMENTS LATER

Erica leads Stacy. They wave VIP passes to Security and claim 
spots at the end of a roped off area.  

Michael pushes along a gaggle of raucous fans and press. A 
rush of flashbulbs and extended hands.

Lance leads Michael through the pressing throng. Michael 
smiles, touches hands, waves acknowledgments.
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REPORTER #1
C’mon, Michael. Who was it?

Erica watches him approach. She blinks her eyes and it’s as 
if the world shifts to slow motion. Michael draws closer and 
with each step an image flashes:

A) Michael mouths ‘Do this with me’ over his birthday cake              

B) Erica and Michael’s kiss on the beach 

C) His gesture toward the open passenger door of his car

Michael draws within sight range of her. Erica turns, tries 
to pull Stacy toward the exit.

Reporter #1, not to be denied, scurries along the fringe of 
the roped off crowd. He calls to Michael:  

REPORTER #1
Michael, give us something. 

REPORTER #2
All your fans want to know. 

Stacy peels away from Erica’s grip, extends her VIP pass into 
Michael’s path, offers it for an autograph.

Michael stops, signs, smiles at her.

STACY
Now I know. 

Michael looks up, his gaze moves past Stacy.

He sees Erica. They lock eyes. Time seems to stand still.

FADE OUT
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